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1. OBJECTIVES 0" TFIE STUI)Y

1. 1 Introduction and Statement of ()bibctives

The greatest uncertainty in the application of (omputer niodels

to the on-site calculation of the transmission of infrared radiati,. over

optical paths of military significance in tropospheric situations is in the

wavelength dependent attenuation of optica[ radiation by atmospheric aerosol

particles. The attenuations due to the molecular constituents of the atnos-

phere are known in the case of the uniformly mixed gases (N2, C 2 C 0, 2 , N 20,

CO, CH 4 ) or are readily calculable from standard meteorological measu.

ments in the cases of the non-uniformly mixed molecules (11 2C, and C 3). No

suitable instrument appears to be available which will measure atmospheric

aerosol extinction coefficients over the environmental range required for

military requirements. Measurements from such an instrument, if one

existed, would provide invaluable inputs for on-site model predictions of'

infrared atmospheric transmissions.

This study is concerned with a method or methods for determining

the component of infrared atmospheric attenuation arising from aerosol

extinction using measurements made with equipment located at a single

point on or near a transmission path of interest. The single-point constraint

rules out conventional transmissometers as well as bi-static or multi-static

laser or searchlight measurements. The study program consisted of three

basic tasks: (1) a review of existing techniques for measuring aerosol

extinction coefficients (2) a study of the sensitivity of several candidate

methods for measuring aerosol extinction in the infrared spectral region and

(3) the recommendation of a specific technique for such measurements and the

conceptual design of an instrument using the recommended technique.

9
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The ultimate instrument is required to be a compact device,

operable in outdoor environments from surface levels to 5 km altitude and

is to have sufficient dynamic range of sensitivity to cover conditions ranging

from fog to 50 km visibility. The preferred technique is a direct measure-

ment of aerosol extinction coefficients although the possibility of separate

determinations of aerosol scattering and absorption coefficients is not ruled

out. The wavelength region of interest is I - 12 micrometers with emphasis

on the 1, the 3-5 and the 8-12 micrometer regions. The instrument must

sample ambient air which, in the process of sampling, is unperturbed in

terms of temperature, relative humidity, number density of aerosol particles

and their size distribution. It must be operable unattended for long periods,

without frequent operator intervention for calibration or repair.

1.2 Possible Classes of Solutions

It is required that equipment located at one point make measure-

ments from which the component of atmospheric attenuation due to aerosol

extinction along a path can be deduced. Solutions to this problcaii fall into

several classes. One class of solutions invoLves measuring atmospheric

transmission. A measurement of atmospheric transmission convolves both

the aerosol and molecular components of atmospheric attenuation. The

attenuation due only to aerosol extinction is then derivable if the attenuation

due to molecular constituents can be estimated or calculated.

Two other classes of solutions are (1) a direct measurement of

the optical attenuation parameters of aerosols; i.e. the aerosol extinction

coefficient, or separate measurements of the scattering and absorption

coefficients, and (2) measurement of the physical parameters of the aerosols

with a derivation of the optical extinction.

1. 2. 1 Atmospheric Transmission Measurements

The simplest method for measurement of atmospheric trans-

mission involves targets of opportunity such as hills, barns, skyscrapers,
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lighthouses, cathedrals, ships, islands, and the sea horizon. These are

the natural visibility targets which have been used for the rather subjective

visibility estimates made at airports, and at sea. Instruments exist with

which transmission along the path to such a target can be determined by

measuring the contrast of the target against the horizon sky background. In

general this is a daytime technique and in practice its use has been limited

to the visibile portion of the spectrum. Such observations are passive in

that no optical radiations are projected from the measuring point. Passive

observations are sometimes desirable because of the security; i. e., they do

not expose the location of the measuring equipments.

A second method for determining the transmission of an atmos-

pheric path involves use of single-ended active equipment. The equipment

involves both a projector of radiation along the path and a detector of

radiation backscattered by the atmosphere. Usually short laser pulses are

used and the time history of backscattered radiation is analyzed to deduce

the transmission of the path. Such lidar systems can provide values of path

transmission which are based on physical measurements and are calculated

using some approximations and assumptions. Paths so investigated can be

horizontal, vertical, or slant and the results obtained do not depend on a

model of the atmosphere. At present lidar systems which might meet some

of the requirements of this study are massive and require frequent, if not

constant, attention from an operator. In the long term lidar systems will

have been developed which satisfy the technical requirements of this study

in terms of precision and sensitivity in the several wavelength regions of

interest. This will represent a very important advance in technology because

with it path transmission per se will be measured without the use of models

to extrapolate measurements of atmospheric parameters made at one point

to the total path of interest. Early in the study reported here it was decided

nofl to pursu~e lida' as a solution. Icasonjs for this decision include (1) lidar

11



is active, i.e. it is not secure, (2) the present state-of-the-art lidar systems

are delicate, expensive, bulky and require almost constant attention, and (3)

the several programs related to lidar determinations of atmospheric trans-

mission which are underway or have been completed are sufficient to assess

the present day capabilities of this technique.

1.2.2 Atmospheric Aerosol Extinction Measurements

Measurement of atmospheric aerosol extinction can take two

different approaches: (1) separate local values of the scattering coefficient

and the absorption coefficient can be measured or the local value of the

extinction coefficient (which is the sum of the scattering coefficient and the

absorption coefficient) at the wavelength or within the wavelength band of

interest can be measured. If measurements are made at only one point on

the path of interest then an atmospheric model is required to generate values

of the extinction coefficient for the other points along the path. Usually

such models are based on changes of aerosol characteristics with changes of

atmospheric pressure, temperature and relative humidity as well as changes

of the aerosol number density, size distribution and complex refractive

index and these, in turn, cause changes in values of the extinction coefficient.

1.2.3 Measurement of the Physical Parameters of Aerosols

rfhis method is similar to the one just outlined except that physical

parameters rather than optical parameters of the atmosphere are measured

at one end of the path in question. The physical parameters are aerosol size

distribution, number density and composition. Rather than composition of

the aerosols their complex refractive index is usually given since this is the

critical aspect of composition if the aerosol particles are treated as homo-

geneous spheres. Knowledge of the physical parameters results in somewhat

better correlations of changes in the calculated extinction coefficients to

12



changes in the meteorological conditions. The extinction coefficient at

any wavelength can be calculated from the data on aerosol size distribution

and concentration if only the real and the imaginary indices of refraction

are known at each wavelength and for the various sizes of aerosols. Meas-

uring these indices is difficult and it is usual practice to assign index

values appropriate to the weather, the season, the history of volcanic action

and the region of the world for which the calculations are being made. The

changes in size distribution which occur with changes of meteorological

parameters (pressure, temperature, relative humidity) can be predicted if

the composition of the aerosols is known. The complex index of refraction

is also a function of composition. It may be argued that measurement of the

physical parameters of the aerosols is more basic than measurements of

optical parameters and this is so. However, the real time measurement of

aerosol composition which is required to calculate complex refractive index

as a function of wavelength is a difficult task. The complex index is very

important throughout most of the infrared where values of the single scattering

albedo, which is a function of the imaginary index, are significantly less

than one.

The four methods outlined above for measuring atmospheric

aerosol extinction are summarized here:

(1) Measurement of the contrast of remote objects

against the horizon sky.

(2) Lidar techniques for deducing path transmission.

(3) Point measurements of optical parameters of the

atmospheric aerosols.

(4) Point measurements of physical parameters of the

atmospheric aerosols.

13



For various reasons the third method, point measurements of optical param-

eters of tile atmosphere, has been chosen. This method is least desirable

when evaluated in terms of extrapolation of the measured values to all

points on a transmission path or to other wavelengths than that of the

measurements. However, the third method seems most practical in the

short term.

The next section (Section 2) presents a literature survey of tech-

niques for the measurement of atmospheric infrared aerosol extinction. Section

3 presents calculations of signal-to-noise ratios appropriate to rather ideal-

ized devices for point measurements of optical parameters of atmospheric

aerosols. The devices are defined in a way appropriate to measurements in

the open and unperturbed air. The calculations are made using a mixture of

practical values (source radiances, detector responses) and unappraised

optimism (perfect lenses, mirrors, filters, beam splitters and electronics).

Section 4 describes a series of experiments relating to the extinctiometer

design. Section 5 outlines the approach taken for the conceptual design of the

extinctiometer.

4The extinctiometer approach taken here has its origin in an instru-

ment concept first described in a proposal by HSS Inc to the Air Force Geo-

physics Laboratory. A portion of that proposal is included as Appendix A

for the sake of completeness.

To be seriously considered as a candidate technique for- detailed

scrutiny and assessment in light of the performance requirements imposed

by AFGL, each possible technique was subjected to the test that it be cpahle

of satisfying the sensitivity requirement. This latter requirement, as analyzed

in Section 5. dictates a capability of measuring atmospheric aerosol extinction
-l -1

coefficients as low as 0.015 km at 1.0 micron and 0.0015 km in the 3 to

4 micron and 8 to 12 micron spectral regions.
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY: TECHNIQUES FOR THE MEASUREMENT

OF ATM(SI1113t I(c INFRAPHEII) AER(OS()I. EXTIN('TI N

2. 1 Introduction

The literature survey reported here is part of the initial phase

of a study with ultimate objective the conceptual engineering design of a field

instrument for measuring atmospheric aerosol extinction. This instrument is

to make nieasurements preferably in terms of extinction, although the

possibility of separate determinations of scattering and absorption ib not

ruled out. The wav,*hength region is 1-12 nicrometer's with emphasis

orn the 1, 3-5, and 8-12 micrometer regions. The instrument is to be a

compact device, operable in outdoor environments from ground level to

5 km altitude and is to be sensitive under attenuation conditions from fog

to 50 km visibility. The device is to be operated unattended for long periods,

without frequent operator intervention for calibration or repair.

The above rather stringent instrumentation requirements have

been addressed in a preliminary way by HSS, and a concept formulated for an

extinctiometer (Appendix A). The term "extinctiometer' is used here in

preference to "transmissometer", since tLic output signal of the proposed

instrument is directly relatable to extinction coefficient rather than to

transmission, an apparently unique characteristic of this instrument concept.

Indeed, the difference, between the two outpat signals of the extinctioneter,

with the windowless cell In two alt',rnate positions, is directly proportional

to aerosol extinction coefficient. The windowless cell, containing filtered

ambient air, is the key element in this design concept, enabling the precise

elimination of any biases associated with differences in the two paths alternately

15



traversed by the light beam.

The IISS extinctiometer concept will in principle satisfy

the measurement requirements set forth above but because it is unproven

it was felt prudent to conduct the present literature survey in order to

insure that there are no competing systems which might better satisfy these

requirements, as well as to determine if other workers have already ex-

plored this concept.

Early in the literature survey it became apparent that the

various possible instruments for fulfilling the extinction measurement

requirements could be grouped into five main groups as follows:

1. Extinctiometer

2. Transmissometer

3. Nephelometer

4. Spectrophone

5. Lidar

The first of these has been discussed above, and it can be said here that

the literature survey has not found any reference to an equivalent device.

The extinctiometer is thus unique both in its approach to the measurements

problem and in the fact that no known effort has been made to construct a

workable instrument based on this concept. Transmissometers exist in

a variety of configurations, commonly employing a light source separated

from a receiver by the scattering/ absorbing medium being measured. The

spectral region covered is determined by the light source/filter combination.

Iong-path transmissometers violate the requirements for compactness,

leaving for consideration only the so-called White cell instruments. These

employ multiple reflections to achieve a folded path, which approaches the

conditions of the long path devices within the confines of a small instrument.

16
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The combination of both scattering and absorption, i.e. extinction, is

measured. In contrast to this, nephelometers measure only the scattering

componient of extinction. A number of highly sensitive varieties of this

instrument have been developed, including the integrating, polar, and

fixed angle nephelometers. Some of these enable separation of the aerosol

scattering component by reference to filtered ambient air. Most operate-

in the visible or near IR spectral regions and make use of incoherent light

sources. Spectrophones, which measure only the absorption component

of extinction, make use of the pressure rise in the absorbing gas due to

its being heated by the absorption process. Pressure rise is sensed either

with a manometer or microphone, yielding a highly sensitive means of

measuring the absorption coefficient. A great variety of spectrophone devices

exist, including pulsed and CW types, and these instruments have been

operated over a wide spectral region from the visible to the mid IR at 10 km.

Although most spectrophones employ lasers, this is not essential to their

operation.

The final instrument type here considered is the lidar, of which

there are many varieties. These narrow-beam laser devices measure the

backscattered signal from atmospheric scattering and, under proper cir-

cumstances, serve to derive the atmospheric transmission for a portion of

the laser beam path. In effect, these devices can become single ended

transmissometers. Most lidars are short-pulse devices, although one

variant is used in CW mode. Some employ Doppler techniques, and some

make use of Raman scatter from specific molecules. l.idars have undergone

extensive and highly sophisticated development in the course of the past

decade, and show promise for a potentially unique capability for applicatfon

to the aerosol extinction problem. For this reason, these systems have been

included in the present literature survey, even though their development at

17



the present time may not satisfy some of the operational requirements,

i.e. those related to compactness, field worthiness, and maintainability.

To summarize the above instrument groupings: The HSS

extinctiometer and the various transmissometer instruments, including

lidars, provide a direct measurement of atmospheric extinction or trans-

mission. The extinctiometer and some transmissometers provide for

separating the aerosol extinction from that of the ambient air, whereas

in genral, lidars do not provide such a separation. Both nephelometers

and spectrophones are highly developed, ultra-sensitive, devices for

measuring atmospheric scattering (nephelometers) and absorption (spectro-

phones). For an extinction determination it would be necessary to employ

a combination of these two instrument types. Each individually has the

advantage of a high state of development and well-demonstrated sensitivity

at the levels required for the present application. Neither instrument type

requires the use of a laser, although most spectrophone applications have

to date employed laser sources. Both nephelometers and spectrophones

have been used in a differential mode which separates the effects of aerosols

from those of ambient air. Whereas spectrophones have been extensively

exploited over the full spectral range required (1-12 microns), most

nephelometer applications have been in the visible and near IR regions.

A final introductory comment should be made with regard to

this literature survey: the survey was far from an exhaustive one. It was

limited, as are most surveys, by time constraints which force compromises

b,,tween the desire to avoid overlooking significant work and the inability

to be all-inclusive. The basic objiective of the survey was to determine if

there are instrumentation developments reported in the literature which

coLild [cad to an instrument better meeting the AF'GL requirements for

18



measuring aerosol extinction coefficients than the extinctiometer approach.

In this respect, it is believed that the present survey has succeeded, in

spite of its limitations and lack of exhaustiveness. We are satisfied that

the main efforts in the development of the instrument types enumerated

above have been surveyed to the extent that the basic limits of each instru-

ment type are underszood, as related to the AFGL requirements, and that

the achieved sensitivities in each case have been ascertained over the

wavelengths of interest. Finally, a special effort has been made to include

foreign literature in the survey, particularly that of the U.S.S.R.

One recent information source is particularly worth mentioning

in that it included a literature search into visible and infrared measurement

devices for aerosol extinction. This was a study by A. J. Nesti, Jr. (Ref 1),

published in May 1978 for the Chemical Systems Laboratory of Edgewood

Arsenal. The following is taken from Nesti's report:

" A study of published literature on the subject of aerosol

extinction measurement techniques has pointed out several facts.

" Relatively little work has been directed toward "in situ" aerosol

extinction measurements. That which has been done has been con-

cerned with atmospheric aerosols (haze, fog, pollutants). Typically,

general opacity measurements have been made using both forward

transmission and laser backscatter (LIDAR) techniques as general

pollution indicators.

* The treatment of liquid aerosol absorptions specifically, is very

light.

" There is an abundance of literature on aerosol (particulate) sampling

systems geared toward the determination of atmospheric aerosol

constituents (chemical make-up), mass loading, and particle count

and size distribution. None of this is related to extinction per se.

19
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0 Therefore, an instrument specific to the Edgewood Arsenal extinction

measurement requirements would have to be designed.

The Edgewood Arsenal requirements were related to extinction measurements

for artificial aerosols such as smokes, chemical fogs, etc. It is significant

that the findings of the literature survey of Reference 1 led to a recommend-

ation that a special instrument would have to be designed for the extinction

measurements. (A two station system was proposed).

20



2.2 Sources for Literature SurVey

The primary source of reference material for the present

survey was the AFGL Research Library and its computerized facilities

for searching a large number of lists containing a variety of journal

articles and other reports. Advantage was also taken of the DDC termi-

nal, located upstairs in the AFGL Library, which accesses reports lists

relating to Department of Defense sponsored research. Some of the

standard literature search aids of the AFGL Library were also found to

be useful in this effort, particularly the Science Citations Index, which

allows branching from a key report through later references to it, and the

various lists of abstracts by subject (e. g. , physics, meteorological

aerospace, etc. ). Of course, the papers and reports ultimately studied

during the course of this search themselves contained many additional

references to relevant work in this area.

The AFGL Library files accessed for the computerized search

were as follows:

NTIS 64-79/1SS 17 (Copr. NTIS)

COMPENDEX 70-79 (Copr. Engineering Index, Inc).

INSPEC 69-77, File 12 (Copr. IEEE)

INSPEC 78-79, File 13 (Copr. IEEE)

Meteorological, Geological, Astronomical Abstracts (MGA)

SPIN 75-79 (Copr. Amer. Inst. of Physics).

Dissertation Abstracts 1861-1979 (Copr. Xerox Corp.)

Searching of the above files was performed based on certain

key words, as follows:

Group 1. Aerosol(s) and:

Atmospheric W/transmission

or, Atmospheric W/attenuation
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or' Atmospheric W/ scattering

or, Atmospheric W/absorption

Group 2. Atmospher(ic), and

Nephelometer

or, Transmissometer

or', Spectrophon(

Group 3. Doppler W/Lidar

Table 1 gives the numbers of reports from each of the above

three groups contained in the seven collections searched.

Table 1.

No. of Reports Located

Collection Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

NTIS 175 65 1

COMPENDEX 70-79 (Eng Index) 15 38 2

INSPEC-12 (IEEE) 18 44 2

INSPEC-13 (IEEE) 11 17 2

MGS 39 34 4

SPIN 75-79 (AIP) 4 9 0

Dissertation Abstracts (Xerox) 0 2 0

TOTALS 262 209 11

GRAND TOTAL: 482

The totals shown in Table 1 do not take into account

duplications, of which there were many, both as between key-word

groupings and between the various collections. After taking this into

account there were still several hundred individual papers located by

the computer search.
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In addition to the computer s(ar h 11 Smi ia riz('d in ' Tahle

I and the DDC search, three published se(i rlhcs of the NTIS, containing

title,,, authors and abstracts, were obtained and examined. Thes e

searches contained a total of 661 abstracts. They were:

Atmospheric Effects on Laser fla ns, Vol I

187 abstracts. (1964-1974)

Atmospheric Effects on Laser Beams, Vol 2

210 abstracts. (1975-Sept. 1978)

Light Detection and Ranging (LII)AR), Vol. 2

264 abstracts. (1975-June 1979)

Based on the abstracts contained in the computerized and

published searches, orders were placed with NTIS for copies of reports

which seemed relevant to the study. These were 48 in number and are

listed in the Bibliography.

In addition to the above sources of information on atmospheric

aerosol extinction measurement, several specialized summaries, reviews,

proceedings, and memoranda were found useful to the survey. These were:

Atmospheric Aerosols: Their Optical Properties

and Effects. Digest of papers presented at the

topical meeting at Williamsburg, Va. , Dec. 1976.

(NASA report CP2004 and Supplement).

The EOMET Cruise of the USNS Hayes: May-June

1977, S. G. Gathman and B. G. Julian, eds. (NRL

Memorandum Report 3924).
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Vistial ange: Concepts, Instrumental Determination,

and Aviation Applications. C. A. )ouglas and R. L.

Booker (NBS Monograph 159, June 1977).

Aerosol Particle Size Measurements at San Nicolas

Island During CEWCOM-78. Richard K. Jeck.(NRL

Memorandum Report 3931, March 1979).

Optical Propagation in the Atmosphere. Proceedings

of the AGARD Conference at Lynghy, Denmark, Oct.

1975 (AGARD Proee,.2dings No. 183, May 1976).

Proceedings on a Workshop on Remote Sensing of

the Marine Boundary Layer. Vail, Colorado, August

1976. (NRL Memorandum Report 3430, June 1977).

2. 3 Approach

From the various sources described above, the references

were collected into several lists or report abstracts and/or tUtles. These

were reviewed, and from them a smaller list was prepared containing only

papers of potential relevance to the literature survey. (At this point,

duplications from the various overlapping lists were eliminated. ) The

"boiled-down" list contained approximately 150 references. These were

then located and studied, either" through the reference shelves of the AFGL

or HSS libraries, or in the case of reports available from NTIS, purchased.

As the reports were studied, a card file was prepared containing author/title/

source information and a brief report summary, indicating applicability to

the A FGL aerosol extinction measurement requirements. Copies were

made of jotirnal articles which were particularly applicable to the study

requirements, e.g. those containing details or instrumentation configuration

or performance, i"inally, these report and others obtained from NTIS

together with the card-file summrnaries, formed the basis of the conclusions

here reported.
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SuLICeeding ';ections of this report will surunarniz e findings

of the literature survey tinder the main instrument groupings given in

the introduction: nephelometer., spectrophones, transmissometvi's,

and lidars.
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2.4 |nstrurnontatio)n

2.4. 1. Nphe ornete rs

Nephelometers measure directly the scatter-ng of radiation

from a light-beam, and thus are capable of determining only the scattering

component of the aerosol extinction coefficient. They nevertheless constitute

a highly developed and highly sensitive class of instrument and could be

used in conjunction with a separate device, e.g. a spectrophone, to determine

extinction.

Nephelometers can be considered in terms of the basic scattering

equation

b = 7r f7 (0) sin 0 dO (2.1)

where b is the volume scattering coefficient, /3 the scattering cross section

per unit gas volume, for beams scattered through an angle 0. Equation 2. 1

can be used to characterize three different types of nephelometer: The

fixed-angle nephelometer receives scattered radiation only from a very

narrow range of scattering angles, 0. The polar nephelometer measures

scattering at a number of angles, in order to construct the scattering

function /(O). The integrating nephelometer receives scattered radiation

integrated over a wide range of angles, typically excluding only small angular

regions near zero and 180 degrees, which are inaccessible. All three types

of nephelometer are in current use and will be taken up separately.

2. 4. 1. 1 Fixed-Angle Nephelometer

The fixed-angle nephelometer is based on the empirical evidence

that a great many scattering mt , including many aerosols, molecules,

etc. possess a scattering cross-section 3(0) related to the scattering
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coefficient b by the relation

b = 4,r [3(0 ) (2.2)
0

where 0 is a fixed-angle, in the range 30°-60". Thus a measureme nt of
0

the scattering at this single angle can serve to characterize the total

scattering through all angles. It is this assumption, albeit based on

experimental as well as on some theoretical grounds, that constitutes a

basic weakness in the fixed-angle nephelometer approach. It is clear,

for example, that all types of aerosol distribution need not conform to the

assumption of Equation 2. 2. As illustrated below, a variety of fixed-angles,

0, have been chosen for these dvices.

The classic Loofah device, of World War II vintage, as de-

scribed by Middleton (Ref 2) employs a fixed scattering angle of 30'. Two

recent examples of fixed-angle nephelometers are illustrated in Figure 2.1.

These are the HSS Baxicon (Ref 3) and the Point Visibility Meter (PVM): of

Winstanley and Adams (Ref 4). The upper sketch in Figure 2. 1 is of the

Baxicon instrument, which employs a unique parabolic reflecting optical

element to isolate scattered radiation at angles close to 55'. The lower

portion of the figure shows the PVM. The latter instrument employs con-

ventional optics and complex baffling (not shown in the figure) to minimize

stray light, with a fixed scattering angle of 350. The PVM is reportedly sen-
-1

sitive (Ref 4) to a range of scattering coefficients, a, between 2 and 60 km ,

firitish Patent 135200
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F~igure 2. 1. Schematic diagrams for two fixed-angle nephelometers:
(a) Haxicon (Ref 3) (b) Point Visibility Meter, PVM
(Ref' 4)
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thus being useful primarily for rclative-ly low visibility situations (fogs,

etc. ). The Baxicon, on the other hand, has seinsitivitY capable of masuring
-1

Rayleigh scattering for- nitrogen, i. v. values of' o (n thw ord,,r of . 01 km
-1

Its ultimate sensitivity is - . 002 km , a level on par with the re.qliiir.ni.nts

basic to the present study. Baxicon operates in the. viible spectral r(.gion,

using a tungsten lamp and photomultiplier tube, whrtas the point visibility

meter employs a Ga As light-emitting diode (904 nm) and -;ili,n p'ioto-

diode detector.

If the choice were made to satisfy 1he measurement requirements

of the present study through use of nephlorietry combined with a separate

absorption measurement, a fixed-angle device would Aave the advantage of

relative compactness and simplicity as compared to other types of nephel-

ometer. It is limited, however, by the assumptions of Fquation 2. 2. ,urth,,r-

more, a demonstration of its capability over the 1-10 Pn spectral region

has not been mad .

2.4.1.2 Polar Nephelometer

Th, polar ncphelometer is configured so as to measure scattering

over a wide range of individual scattering angles, in effect being the equiva-

lent of several fixed-angle nephelometers. This is achieved either by

utilizing several detection systems or by changing the relative configuration

of detector/light-source/scattering volume. A Soviet device which employs

both of these approaches is that reported by Toropova (Rf 5) and shown in

Figure 2. 2. Three lens/detector combinations are employed in several

positions to yield data every two degrees for angles between 2' and 1780,

using a He-Ne laser ap light-source. The article refers to measurements

on "laboratory air, without smoke", thus the device is apparently sensitive

close to the Rayleigh limit. As is evident from Figure 2. 2, this device is

quite large compared for the fixed-angle devices described above.
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Figure 2. 2. Polar Nephelometer of Toropova (Ref 5)
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The polar nephelonieter dVwloped al AI.'(;i. arnd r',p,,r' .d Ihv

Gibson (Ref 6) has been flown on a balloon to 26 kni altitud, nil as irinr
-4 -1 -1

scattering coefficients of ambient air as snall as 10 km s1, I.slrn

a xenon light source and five photomultiplit'r detc. tors. Scattering is

measured at 15', 30', 50", 100 '. and 150' and at t)11r' visible wav .ngt hs

and two polarizations. Figure 2. 3 shows saniple data h'or this d( vice,, as

taken from Reference 6. The insert shows a schemnatic of the nepheloneter.

Overall dimensions of the instrument arc approxinately 10'x .' x 2'. Kaffled

airducts permit unobstructed vertical flow of anmhient aerosols itito thc

measurement region, while providing sunlight shielding.

The airborne polar nephelometer developed at NCAR and

reported by Grams et al (Ref 7) employs a lHe Ne laser andt sing!c photo)-

multiplier detector mounted in conjunction with a rotating disc and stepping

motor, with capability for varying the measured scattering angle in small

increments under control of a mini-computer. An exploded diagram of this

device, taken from Ref. 7, is shown in Figure 2.4. An interesting feature of

this instrument is the adjustability of laser polarization to yield zero Rayleigh

(molecular) scattering at 900, thus isolating the effects of aerosols. Scattering
-8 -9 -1

cross-sections on the order of 10 - 10 cm are reported in Ref. 7.

If translated to the infrared region of interest by appropriate

models, the sensitivity demonstrated in the visible region by the AFGL and

NCAR polar nephelometers and by the fixed-angle baxicon would satisfy the

requirements imposed on the present study. As will be seen below, the same

can be said for integrating nephelometers, where ultra-sensitive devices for

the visible spectral region have been highly developed.
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2.4.1. 3 Integrating Nephelometers

As pointed out previously, the integrating nephelometer

measures scattering from a volume corresponding to a large span of

scattering angles between zero and 180'. This volume is much larger

than that measured by the polar or fixed-angle nephelometers, and hence

it is to be expected that the achievable sensitivity of the integrating

n.ptelometer will be much greater. This is in fact the case and, as will

be seen, the demonstrated sensitivity with some commercial devices

operating in the visible sp,ctral region has been as low as one percent of

Rayleigh scattering.

P'roblerms of interprtation, similar to those previously dis-

cussed for the fixed-angle nephelometer,accompany the very high sensitivity of

the, integr'ating nephelomter. This is illustrated by reference to Figure 2.5,

which shows thc relative scattering function for a heavy aerosol concentration

compared to that for th, molecular constituents of pure air, i.e. Rayleigh

s'attering. L'he ar,.as under these curves are proportional to the total

scattering, and the, curves arc so scaled as to give equal area under each.

A marked difference is to be seen at both small and large scattering angles

b,'tween aerosol and molecular scattering. An ideal integrating nephelometer

would encompass all scattering angles b,-tween 0-180' and thus yield an

ouLput signal pr,)port ornal to total scattering for all types of scattering

mediun. lowever, achievable integrating nephelometers are limited to

ar les gre ate'r thar s(rn finite angle rar- zero and less than some angle

near' 180 , thllS th('i' O)tLIlltts ate somewhat distorted in a manncr dependJent

,ai Ohw scatt cling niediumn. Ieintzenberg and Quenzel (RHef 8) have studied

this so-called "'truncalimr prohlem" in detail, arid iave made estimates,
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Figure 2. 5. Relative Scattering functions for aerosol and pure

air, normalized to give equal areas under each
curve.
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using Mie and Rayleigh scattering theory, of' the errors introduced by

the nephelometers developed by Ruppersberg (Ref 9) and by Charlson

(Ref 10) for Rayleigh atmospheres and for several aerosol distributions,

including those of 1)iermendjian (Ref 11). They found that except for cloud

and fog distributions, the readings for both nephelometers required less

than 20 percent correction. 'oj clouds and fog the required corrections

were in the range 40-50 p-ercent. The authors suggest that in practical

applications with integrating nephelometers,suitable correction factors should

be chosen based on e-stimates or the particle distributions for the atmospheres

being measured. For the present application, such a procedure wold be

required if this typi, or nepheloneter were to be employed for obtaining the

scattering component of extinction.

A highly developed and commercially available integrating

nephelometer stems from work done at the University of Washington by

R. ,J. ('harlson and his associates (Refs. 10, 12, 13). This instrument is

manufactured under license by 1\l1l, Altadena, California. Figure 2. 6, taken

from Ref 13, shows a schematic diagram of the Charlson nephelometer,

which integrates over scattering angles of 7 to 170'. Note that the system

is lensless, the f'ield-or-view of the photomultiplier being defined by a series

of' )affl('s, a common approach in integrating nophelometers. The tungsten

source shown in the figire, which illuminates an opal glass diffuser, is

replac.-d in earlier models by a xenon flash-tube. The detail shown at the

bottcm of the figure illustrates the use of a partial shutter, which enables

measurements of back-scatter only, integrating between 90 ° and 1701.

Recent use of the MRI integrating nephelometer has employed

photon-counting techniques and long integration times, enabling measure-

ment of scattoring as low as one percent of Rayleigh scattering. B. Bodhaine
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Figure 2. 6. Schematic diagram of Charisori's integrating

nephelometer (from 1Bef 13). Top diagram shows

operation without the partial shuttur, integrating

the scattering coefficient over -7- to 170'. With

the shutter in place (bottom diagram) the instru -

ruent integrates over -90" to 170', to obtain
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tot' e xa nph ( H . 14) pri.se 'nts sUniari(,s of four- years of data

monitoring aerosol scattc'r'ing in four wave bands between 450 and 840

no on the slop s of Alauna Loa, in Hlawaii. With 45 minute integra-
-10 -1

tion times, liodhaine reports limiting sensitivity at 2. 5 x 10 cm I

consistent with the noise analysis of Waggoner et al (Ref. 12). For

vety clear conditions, a ;()-(-alld "air-chop" mode was employed, in

which comfits ar'n, mai(- tor' ('qtal lines On filt(ered and unfilte'rr.d air,

the difference 1),ing attriut'(d to ae t- 1sol scattering. ('alibration was

achieved using ['rt ,n 12 and a white-lipped wire, t. laittr' for the upper
-10 -1

end of lie scale. ec (I'ding was over' five decades, t t ,it 2. 5 x 10 c m

-5) -1
to 2. 5 x 10 c5 ( ('p'ration over a three yar p-,ro,, was with a down

time of only rive p,:,r cent. This field demonstration ,i ti, ( harison type

MRI instrument is impressive in terms of the, r.quir('nwnts ()f tin, prt-sen

study, assuming that such a (1'vice could b op rat,d ,,v(.r t1). IIH spe ctral

region of interest, and keeping in mind the limits impostd h)y truncation

errors (which would be less in the IR region).

Some differe'rt approaches to integrating nphelori(eter d.'sign

have been reported in the literature, with possible applications to the

present study. One example is the device reported hy ('Cutten rt al (Ref. 15),

termed a "visibility meter". This instrument employ's a ('olimating lens

used with a tungsten light source, and locates a silicon detector to one

sid,, of the beam as shown in IFigur, 2.7, taken from Ref. 15. This geo-

metry in effect reverses the positions of light source and detector in the

('harlson instrument. The' truncation angles of 25' and 117. 5' shown in

Figure 2. 7 ar'e empirically chosen to achieve approximately the same

p,'rcentage of the total scattering for a variety of aerosols and molecular

scatterers (see I.'igure 2. 5). ('alibration is achieved through use of

i.r'eon, C ()2' and pur'e air, arid tie d,,tector/filter combination is designed

to appr-oximate th, photopic response of the human eye. Signal processing

e'mploys synchronous r(,ctificat ion and photon counting, requiring approxi-

mat('ly one, second of ('4tritring time for 1 kn of visiLility (i.e. 5 minutes

38
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for 300 km visibility). Stray-light is compensated for using helium gas

as a reference and( th, r',porled resolving capability of the instrument

is "at least ten times that for pzir', air. " Reference 15 shows good

consistency in (ofliparing rcsult s from the visibility meter to integrating

nephelometer mneasurements ov'r a range of visibilities from 10 km to

220 km . Absolute accuracy of 15 per cent is claimed for visibility

measurement. in the range 5 km - 335 kn.

TI"lh( n(phelometer configuration of Cutten, as described

above, may have advantages and special applicability to infrared nephelo-

meter design satisfying the requirements of the present study. The

silicon detector used is sensitive beyond one micron wavelength, although

the system as described filters out all but visible light. Another nephelo-

meter variant, which may also have application to infrared systems,

was found in the Soviet literature, Golubitskii (Ref. 16) suggests using

an objective lens in front of the detector in a Charlson-type instrument,

and provides an analysis to show that this provides an optical gain pro-

portional to the collecting area of the lens. This approach would probably

improve the, performance of an infrared version of the integrating neph-

elometer, since the use of small detectors is a likely design choice and

th? optical gain provided by the lens would improve SIN ratio.

2.4. 1.4 Nephelometer Summary

The use of a nephelometer in partial fulfillment of the required

extinction measurement is a strategy worth considering, codpled with a

separate measurement of the absorption coefficient, e. g. through use of

a sp.ctrophone. The present status of nephelometry as related to the

requirements of this study may be summarized as follows:
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1. Neplilonitcrs measure only the scattering

component of (xti'tion.

2. Fixed-angle, polar, and integrating nephelometers

have been demonstrated in the measurement of visible-

light aerosol scattering coefficients to have the sensi-

tivity and dynamic range appropriate to the require-

ments of this study.

3. Modifications of these devices to provide scattering

measurements over the 1-12 um spectral region will

pose difficulties, due to detector limitations and

background problems. The literature contains little

work beyond 1 /Am.

4. Interpretation of fixed-angle and integrating

nephelometer measurements in terms of total scatter

requires assumptions as to the characteristics of th,"

scattering medium.

5. The most highly developed and highly sensitive

visible-light nephelometers are of the integrating

type, capable of measuring scattering coefficients at

a level of approximately one per cent of pure air

scattering.

6. These ultra-sensitive scattering measurements

involve photon counting techniques over periods on

the order of 15-45 minutes.
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2.4.2 Spect roph ., ,s

Although the spectrophone concept was enunciated in the

last century by Alexander Graham Bell (Ref. 17 ), its exploitation arnd

refinernent for the measurement of very small molecular and particulate

absorptions has taken place largely during the past decade. If coupled

wizh a nephelometer device, the spectrophone-nephelometer combination

could yield the desired extinction measurement.

The early work of Kerr and Atwood (Ref. 18) described two

spectrophone systems, one using a pulsed ruby laser to measure 12 C

absorption in the 694 nm region, the other using a CW CO 2 laser to

measure CO 2 absorption at 9. 6pm. Pressure rise resulting from heating

of the absorbing gas was measured with a capacitance manometer affixed

k) the short gas sample chamber. (Characteristic of all spectrophones,

this pressure rise is independent of absorbing cell length. ) Kerr and

Atwood give details on the theory of spectrophone operation and demon-
-7 -1

strated a sensitivity in measuring absorption coefficient of 10 cm for

their system. Linearity of signal vs. absorbing gas concentration was

demonstrated over four decades of operation. Problems with spurious

signals resulting from window heating were cited as the ultimate limiting

factor of their system. This has been a persistent problem in all spectro-

phone work, with various means employed to circumvent it. Kerr and

Atwood suggested lengthening the absorption cell, in situ bake-out of the

windows, and purging with dry nitrogen. They felt that the combined use

of these measures would improve their sensitivity by a factor of ten (to
1-8 -1)

10 cm I). Later workers have employed accoustic baffling and resonant

microphones, as well as differential techniques, to avoid problems asso-

ciated with window heating. In the pellet spectrophone (References 19 and 20),

window heating itself in effect gives rise to the signal, with solid absorbing

materials (aerosol, etc.) being pressed into a K Br pellet absorber mounted

next to the spectrophone chamber.
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Charles Bruce, of the U.S. Army Atnospheri," Sciences

Laboratory, White Sands Missile Range, published a detailed report

in 1976 reviewing the early spectrophone developments at ASL (lIef. 21 ).

This work has given rise to a number of later reports, as discussed

below. Reference 21 remains an authoritative general review of spectro-

phones, and ASL is cne of the principal laboratories developing and using

these instruments fcr atmospheric research.

Reference 21 sets forth "required" and "desired" spectro-

phone characteristics as follows:

Required Charact cristics

1. Sensitivity: Measurable absorplion coefficients

smaller than 10 - 3 km -l

2. Power linearity of absorption signal.

3. Single measurement precision: 10 per cent of
-3 -1

mean at 10 km

4. Stability: Negligible drift or jitter.

Desired Characteristics

1. Approximately zero passband width, assuring

best SIN raiio.

2. Incorporatio,, of acoustic gain (i.e. high Q).

3. Removal of window source signal without sensitive

balance procedures.

4. Operational simplicity.

5. Capability of operation in flow-through mode.

6. Potential for pulsed laser use.

7. Linearity with ,.:,ssure and independence of

temperztur,.
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The reqtUirenents ('lumerated above are completely

consistent with the extinction measurement requirements of the present

study; i.e. they would assure determination of the absorption portion of

the extinction coefficient to within the required accuracy, precision,

linearity, and stability. (The scattering component would, of -ourse,

have to be determined separately.)

The spectrophone requirements of the above list have been

found through experience to be entirely reasonable for wavelengths extending

from the visible through the near and mid-IR to 10 microns. Furthermore,

although most reported spectrophone work makes use of laser sources,

this is not a basic requirement 'to their operation. Indeed, as C. Bruce

emphasizes in Ref. 21 , none 'of the described systems requires a narrow-

band radiation source an], "...in fact, a broade. band source will simply

result in a wavelength integrated absorption measurement." Thus, the

spectrophone system is quite flexibl& as to its spectral coverage, this being

determined solely by the radiation source and optical filters used. Optical/

IR detectors are, of course, not an essential part of the system.

Reference 21gives detailed corfsideration to both CW and palsed

source spectrophones, to balanced (i.e. manometer-type) and acoustic

(microphone-type) systems and gives considerable detail on microphone

design. Figure 2. 8, taken from Reference 21 , shows a typical system for use

with an IR laser source. Note the cylindrical microphone which is constructed

of thin aluminized mylar and situated within the absorption chamber. The ,

acoustic damping discs shown prevent spurious signals due to the windows

from entering the microphone cavity.

Resonant microphones, employing either longitudinal or radial

resolnancf.s resulting from the cylindrical symmetry, have been found to be

most ('conl-is t(nt with the ' desi red" chara(cteristics on the above list from

Hf-fer,nco, 21 . "h,'s,- are opcrald in a ('W mode and, in effect, phase

sf.l-ut th. abs r ilt i signal dtue to the gas within the microphone and suppress
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SpUrl( US e t,Cts s t'h as tIos., (tiL to wind 1w h .ating. ''h,,s( resonant

systems can thus be operated windowless, in a flow-through mode. Figure

2.9, taken from Heference 21, is a schematic of two resonant spectrophom s

connected for in-situ dift'erential measurements of atmospheric constituents.

The flow of the sampled atmosphere is such that the right-hand spectrophone

contains aerosols which art filte red ot before entering the, left hand -avity.

Thus the difference in signals from thi( two resonant ells gives the particu-

late contribution alone. As pointed out in Refcrefnc , 21, the end windows

in this system can b(, eliminated. In a later paper (Ref. 22), Bruce and

Pinnick employed such a windowless system to measure the absorption of an

artificial aerosol consisting of quartz particles, using a CO 2 laser in the

9. 2 - 10. 8 /im region. The results compared favorable with calculations

from M ie theory. Although the system used in Reference 22 is windowless,

some kind of induced flow is requirod through the cylindrical chamb,-r, cross-
2

section of which is on the order of 10 cm Fully "open" resonant spectro-

phones would pose difficulties.

T1erhinme and Anderson (Ref. 23) also reported spectrophone

measurements of aerosol absorption, which included, among other materials,

tobacco smoke. 'hese measurements were criticized by Kerker et al

(Ref. 24), who incorrectly claimed that spcctrophone measurements are

invalid in the, presence of aerosols. Crane's spectrophone study (Ref. 25)
-8 -1

of explosive vapors indicated a sensitivity of 6 x 10 em for a non-flowing
-7 -1

system, with degradation to 2 x 10 cm in a flowing system attributed

to turbulence noise. Since this was not a resonance-typ,, acoustic system,

the advantages alluded *o by BrOce (Ref. 21) of such systems were apparently

not available to Crane. Nadov (Ref. 26) gives an optimization analysis of

a resonant system with detailed consideration of the acoustic resonances in

a cylindrical microphone, and estimates a potential measurement limit as
-1.1 -I

low as 10 cm lie presents measuroments taken with a resonant system
-9 -1

which show sensitivity to 1.5 x 10 cm with S/N = 2. Nadov's work
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leading invariably to the rCquirement of long paths. In this section the

approach will be considc red which employs multiple reflections within

a confined region, i. e. the White cell. This effectively collapses a long

optical path into the confines of a much smaller apparatus. In the next

section the alternative approach of lidar will be discussed, which in effect

provides a single-ended transmissorneter operating over a long atmospheric

path outside the instrument.

The principle of the multipath absorption cell was brought forth

by J. I!. White in an (,arly paper (Her 32), and recent interest in IR laser

attenual n due to various atmospheric constituents and in the monitoring of

trace pollutants has brought this device back into use by a number of workers.

White's recent papcr (Ref 33) shows modifications in the scheme which would

permit up to thousands of passes across a cell if reflection losses would

permit. The standard White cell employs concave spherical reflection sur-

faces, although some workers have employed flat mirrors in laser systems.

(See, for example, the system of Gerber, Ref 34.) Optical alignment is

critical in any of these multipath systems, since a single mirror is used

reptitatively to reflect the beam many times. Moreover, thermal expansions

can adversely affect overall alignment, and inhomogeneities in the gas sample

()r in the mirror- sutifaces can also affect systei, accuracy as can vibrations.

I)rifts in ih(, radiation source int(nsity or in electronic amplification must be

car(-fully controlled in these systems, since the transmission measurement

involves a comparison of output signals with and without the absorbing gas in

the White-cell. In the case addressed by this study, for example, filtered

and unfiltered ambient air would be alternately introduced into the cell.

W. I. Watkins, at the 1J. S. Army's AtmosDheric Sciences Labor-

atory at White Sands, N. M. , has reported a technique for improving White-

(clI measurment accuracy, ternied "path differnc ing" (Ref 35), Figure 2. 10

F)0
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ABSORPTION CELL

SOUR E 'Wow

S
w

L

Conventional "White-type" absorption cell experimental setup:
B, beam splitter; W, cell windows; OW, observation window;
R and S, reference and sample detector systems; MI. M2, and
M3. spherically concave cell mirrors; and L, separation
distance between cell mirrors.

0 0 **..0.0 0 0 9

00 00 0-.........00
015 N

I -SPOT N-SPOT
MULTIPATII MULTIPATH

Views of mirror M2 as seen from the observation window OW for
a I-spot (left) and an N-spot (right) multipath; numbered
circles, images of laser source on mirror surface; circle
with central dot, laser beam entering cell; and circle with
"X," laser beam exiting cell.

Vi'lgujrc 2.1In. \Vhit(-utI SV-;it1 11silig )all, fr''l~fg ~'Vr
lyV Watkinw ([?,1 3)). Vit1 urc t'r()t :!Gu.



shows seie na t i('ally !low this i~z Lis-d in) ie' AS!. 21 me(teri White'(ell

vsIrn 'le sysh-11 is so const rmicted thiat a rorlatively rapid change-

ove'r, taking approx ini ate Iy or in r* an hr mado t','n th. " I spot

in tilt ipath' to the 'N -spot. multi patti' %flown in the f'igu re. In this mnanner,

lon1grr-term drift s in the s ys ttni (ue to light -son ree , e lec tron ics, etc.

are' elini inatedl, and th two im'asur(mni ns dete rmine the combined effect

()I the longer- vs. shortr, extin'.tiori path and tfie' larger vs. smaller nLumb-.r

of' imirror reflections. The latter- elffect is then isolated in a separate path -

differencing measuring se quence(, with tlv' system flushed and loaded

with a zero extinction gas.

A recent Army ASI, report, by Watkins and D~ixon (Ref 36),

discusses methods employed for automating their White -cell measure -

mieets and gives elaborate alignment procedures --- "to obtain very accurate

absorption coefficient measurements with the path differencing technique"'.

With the se rep')rt('d improvements , the authors claimi 1 /2 per cent measure -

meet ac('nracy in transmiission for a 1 . 5 kmi total path difference, and further

mention mneasu ring ''absorpt ions of' a Few per cent per kilomneter''. This

c'apability re flects the previously me(ntioned basic difficulties inherent

in any transmission m-easurement. 'Illhc goal of' the present study; namnely,

to measu re r'xtirtiton 'orr[ic ionts down to 1. 5 x 10 km ,wouild thus

seem to be out of the reach of the ASI, White -cell system. Comparable

sensitivities have also been reported by Pe~terson for the 15 meter system

at Ohio State Uneive'rsity (Hef :37) and bY Aerodyne for their Dl" system

(ijr 8) R4 37 ,(potsit2 ()absorption coefficients atCO 2laser fre-

iionfe ies down to . 0:3 -. 04 km 1for' th('ir' White-cell, who~reas coefficients

at,(, given down t o . 01 - 02 kmi for a spc'ctrophone system. Gerber

RPet' 34) eniplasizi'd pnr'tabil it.v with his systemi, and hence was limited to

a 20 neter'' total path anid cor'respondingly less sensitivity. Hie reported

st and atrd ol, 'via tionis it) ' t inc tin iomas iiremeets of from tell per' cent to

si' ve'ral 1w nd r' d p: r' ton fot tom xtinction c'oeffi cie nts in the range 0. 1-

1. 0km-
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2.4.3.1 Trausmissometer Summary

The following points surim ariz(e the ('haracte istics and

capabilities of transmissomete rs as related to the requiren'ents of this

study.

1. Transmissometers measure the desired quantity. i. e.

extinction (combined scattering and absorption).

2. The combined requir'entents of instruni(ont cornpactness

and capability for measuring very small extinctioni co(,ffti(-i,.nts (- 1. 3 x

10-3 km - 1) leads to a multiple reflection folded path solution, th, nost

common form of which is the White-cell.

3. Typical White-cell systems achieve - 100 releetions giving

total optical path length on the order of kilometers in a system 10 - 20

meters in size.

4. Folded-path transmissomcters have successfully operated

over the desired 1-12 pn spectral region, using either laser sources or

non-coherent sources.

5. These systems require great m(chanical stability and

precise optical alignment, and are subject to vibration and other dis-

turbing factors.

6. Subject to the limitations of systems which take small

differences of two separate measurenents, current state-of-the -art in

folded-path transmissometers yields a limiting sensitivity approximately
-1

ten times higher than the goals of this study, i.c. -. 01 km

7. , aerosol extinction coefficients are to be calculated

from transmissomette. masurecents, values for" molecular extinction

coefficients must be provided fromn models or other measurements.

15



3. METII(DS ,OR MEASURING ABSORPTION SCATTERING AND

EXTINCTIeN COE FFICIENTS

3. 1 Introduction)

XMetLods for determining the optical parameters of aerosols in

the tree atmosphere are studied here. Studies are restricted to systems

which might meet the given constraints relating to wavelength, sensitivity

ruggedness and infrequent calibration and operator intervention. The systems

studies include spectrophones, nephelometers and a device called an extinc-

tiometer.

3.2 Signal and Noise of a Spectrophone

The possibility of measuring the absorption coefficient of the

ambient atmosphere by using spectrophone techniques is discussed here.

Calculations are made assuming that a laser beam is projected along the axis

of a long tube and that the detector is embedded in the wall of the tube. This

model is chosed for the simplicity it introduces into calculations. The re-

sults obtained are essentially correct for a free standing detector operating

in a quiet atmosphere without the tube.

It is assumed in this discussion that air heating due to aerosol

absorption will produce the same pressure effects as air heating by mnolecular

absorption (Reference 22).

n a generalized sort of way a spectrophone may be treated as an

engine and compared to a Carnot Ingine having as its piston the sensing

e-lment of a mic rophone. In this model the microphone is sensitive enough

to ''hear" tth lrownian motion of its sensing element. In this case, the

work done by the engine, if it is to be detectable, must be equal to or greater

54



than the energy of the one degree of freedom appropriate to the piston. The

efficiency of the spectrophone engine cannot exceed that of the Carnot engine.

The calculation made here is for a Carnot engine driving a Brownian-motion

limited detector with one degree of freedom. 'This calculation will set a limit

to the signal -to-noise ratio of the spectrophone concept.

For purposes of this discussion consider a spectrophone to be built

as shown in Figure 3. 1. A pulsed laser beam of cross sectional area, a, is

used. Each pulse has duration T and travels along the axis of a long cylinder

having radius r. The walls of the cylinder are optically non-reflecting and

the wall material has sufficient heat capacity that it may be treated in this

calculation as being of constant temperature. Near the midpoint of the cylinder

a microphone of active area b is embedded in its wall. The long cyli der is

used so that the analysis can be carried out in the two dimensions p( :n-

dicular to the laser beam. The atmosphere in which this expe-iment
-1

conducted has an attenuation coefficient -Y, km at the wavele ngth o" the

laser. The transmission of a path of length L, kin, through the atmosphere

is given by

T = e- (3.1)

The attenuation is caused by two processes, absorption and scattering so

that

-y = j<K (3.2)

-l -1
where a, km , is the scattering coefficient and K, km , is the absorption

coefficient. The path length, X, from the laser to the far end of the cylinder

may be a meter or so. The transmission of this path is

-7 X
T(X) = e (3.3)
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The environmental conditions of inter,,st to this study invOlVe

the following maximum values: a -y no grealer than 10 kn-1 and path lengths

unlikely to exceed 20 meters. Thus the worst Cas. transmission which would

occur is:

T(X) X -0.02 (1-yX) = (1 - 0.02) = 0.98 (34)

This result supports the assumption which is made here that the laser ),,am

power is essentially constant along the length of the pipe and independent of the

value of" the attenuation coefticient.

Light is lost from the laser beam by absorption and scaltering.

It is assumed here that the scattered power t;-av,s to the pipe wall without

further attenuation and is absorbed there without pcrc,,'ptihlc heating of the

wall material. In the beam the absorbed power heats the air in which it has

been absorbed. It is assumed that the conversion of absorbed radiant energy

to kinetic energy of the air is instantaneous. If the power in the laser ean

is P and the pulse duration is r then the energy absorbed per pulse in beam

length Ax is

E (Ax) = PrK Ax (3.5)

It is assumed that the pulse dunation is short enough that during the pulse

the absorbed energy does not diverge significantly from the region of

absorption. The divergency of energy will be via a pressure pulse in the

gaseous medium and this, pulse will propagate with a velocity about equal
-1

to sound velocity, 333 m sc . If the .aser beam is 3 mm in diameter

and expansion of 1 mm is acceptable during a pulse then the pulse duration

must be limited to about 3 microseconds. Assuming these or similar,

conditions are met then AT, the temperature rise of the air irradiated by
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-1 (3. 6)

w i r, ( i ii .I S I ! p i j 1 unit volunic ani a is

Ill.- 'n - :;t, 1)i l 1 4 ido Ih! t a-nI I wl ani.

" l t ' t ll lt.tl( v ( ,i :t ( irti t i'l lgi m l '- i !l#'I l

1 = l'rK (3.7)
T1 C a T

wher,' T is ambient tt.n11perature in 'K.

'he Maxinum work p(r 'ner'gV pulse that the Carnot engine

can (do pe r unit Itngth of pipe , W(Ax) is the product of V(Ax) the energy

absorbed in unit lngth Ax and th. efficiencyA T/T. To be detectable this

TN LIst at least equal the energy of one degree of freedom. That is

W (Ax) -- Ax > 1/2 kT (3.8)
Ca T

-2 3 - 1
where k is loltzmann's constant = 1. 38 x 10 joules deg

if the radius of the cylinder is r, its circumference is 2 ir r.

A detector might he "wraotwed around" the inside of the cylinder and extend

for- a length A x al ong the, rylinder. hen all the energy of the pressure pulse

tron A x would he inciIctifn il the (iIttctor. The maximum efficiency of

coupling from thc sound fieId to the microphone sensing clement is 0. 5 when

the coupling occurs in finite tim(. With the wrap around detector, the

minimum dlh't(ctable absorption coefficient, K min' is

Cka (39)
m~in 1 A5 x
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If a detector is used with sensing cleninct occupyirg soe, length, A Y,

around the circunfererce, then

Kni n  Tr N x A Y b (3. 10)

where b A x A Y, the area of the d(tector.

To illustrate the application )f Ihls re'sult, tW o'()[lowing VAlit5S

art, used

T = 300"K

r = 3 x 10 sC

- = 3.3 watts
-5

r P = 10 5.oules
I" = ,C- ']F

- 3 - -3
C = 1.3 x 10 joules k 'm

-23 -1
k = 1.38 x 10 Joules "C

-2 2
a = 7x 10 2 (1 i

2
b 1 cm

-6 -1

> 6.0 x 10 cm

4
If 10 pulses per second are used for an observying time of 100

sec, then

m 6 x 10 C nm) (3.11)

-1)

Ih( sensitivity (K I )()f the svsIeT, will increase in a linear

way with the pulse (,nerg.V. It inu'v(.ases as Ithe square root of the number of

pulses and the a rea of the d(ltetr. Th," e ff'ectivw deh'lceo(r area can be

increased by using acoustical horns, l(ens(es mr c(verging m i'rors.
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An important conclusion from this exercise is that the sen-

sitivity is inversely proportional to the diameter of the projected laser

beam. The MiaxiMum pulse duration was set by the beanm diameter and in

the primitive analysis used here pulse duration was made proportional to

beam diameter. ly this analysis if the beam diameter is decreased, pulse

duration must also be decreased . To keep pulse energy constant the pulse

power must be increased. Only when this is done can sensitivity be increased

by reducing the laser beam diameter.

I'inally, the long tube has been included in the discussion to

allow a two-dimensional analysis. It can be removed leaving the detector

standing alone without serious modification of the results.

This analysis of a possible spectrophone design has been presented

as a study of the roles of various parameters. It is not proposed that such

an instrument be built. This brief analysis shows that there is no theoretical

reason why a spectrophone cannot be designed and built to meet the require-

ments of this report. That is, using a laser pulsed 10 4times per second with

individual pulse energy of 10 joules and duration of 3 x 10 sec, absorption
-3 - 1

coefficients as small as 6 x 10 km can be measured with signal -to-

noise ratios of 10 in 100 seconds. Practical limitations such as the noise

of the environment are not included in this evaluation.

:3. 3 Types of Nephelom cters

Nephelonieters are devices used to measure light scattered by

a samlple of the atmosphere. The ni asuring technique is usually calibrated

so that the measured value can he correlated to some aspect of the scattering

coefficient of the atmosphere. Integrating nephelometers measure the sum

of weighted values of the light scattered at almost all angles (measurements

at and near 0' and 180" scattering angle are not included because of difficulty).

60
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The weighting is such that the resulting inleasu ri,. *nt is proportional to

the scattering coefficient of the sample, 'l(dar 1,philo .t(,rs involve, a

multitude of measurements made at various scattering angles covering

the range from close to 0" scattering to tlose, to 180". Values obtaind

from a polar nephelometer may be weighted according to the angle of n1(,aSUf(-

ment and summed to give a value proportional to the scattering coefficient.

The measured values, when divided by the scatt(ring coefficient, eal be.

calibrated to provide values of the normalized phase, function for scattering

at the angles of the measurements. Fixed angle nephelometers are ont.s

in which the radiant power scattered from a collimat(,d beam is measured

within a specific range of scattering angles and the measured amount is taken

to be infixed ratio to the total scattering coefficient.

3.4 Signal and Noise of A Baxicon Type Fixed Angle Nepheloneter

The baxicon is a fixed angle nephelomcter in which the scatt(rIng

angle is selected to be 550 from the direction of the irradiating beam. In

the visible spectrum the normalized phase function at 550 for most aerosol

types (urban, maritime, rural) as well as for molecular scattering is about
7-l -l

equal to (4 76 sr Thus, when viewed at an angle of 55", the radiance

of a beam projected into the atmosphere is in fixed proportion to the scattering

coefficient of the atmosphere without regard to the aerosol density or type.

Equations for the signal and for the signal-to-noise ratio appropriate to the

baxicon concept are developed in terms of' design parameters in the following

paragraphs.

The principle of the baxicon design is shown in Figure 3.2 which

shows the original concept of the baxicon ; this is a primitive illustration which

allows simple statements to be made about the optical principles involved.

It is not the design for which signai and signal-to-noise calculations will be

made. In that case an axicon lens is used. An axicon is a glass cone with its

6 1
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filter and is then fo)cussed onto an off-axi~s det(,ctor thy r(.rl(,cionl r'oli a

parabolic mirror and a tilted plan(, mirror). The tiltitl nir'ror' is use'd so

that the_ detector call I(, toc~atcd away from), Ow( metc'hanic'al axis of the, parah~olic

T-nirr'ior. This is clone. t)ecaIsC, theP laser. b(.,an Illut,, travol along(_ the, colllton

axis of the( con)ic( m~irrori ailld thc, parabo)(lic. irro"(r. Iu this de~sign the, lascr
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beam travel s in LkI uLi) i' i riii 1)() 11 "( tiltit 111 "o I-) v tt ptts it ion rin

front of the filter'. Tlitr tir iieztni rnis Ct elb thoigh Ow' air- sati pie and

in this region ligiit scattered fromii the Iwam Lit 1)' ccirhts the (i( ono mirror.

Thc laser beam htaves this ri-gionl through LIit( littl ill tlhit cic~ mirror.0

I'll( size tit this 1101t is, sttwwhitt 14tsk Ltan lilt itl(tIttttd sm.e of In

titted flat mirror.

i tist. calcuilation, iniadt lrc rcitiltt lilt- i)ow( -( ihliet

trom the laser be(ani to tilt dtttectol via il e1I~t n us It11 lilt cohtir it

the parabolic mirror and tlii tilte-d flat iro.V)u 3. 4 is, a sm ie

sketch of' the optical system. line*,-t i s t11W~i~ td tit Ci ['Cllir de'Ital.or

at itj cus(70 of the parala oh' focal lcrigiih * lw iJIo.ttctttd S50111(t( lwttllc

travels along the x axis. 'I'lle radiius of tim be~mi is, t-orisIar arnd e-qual 1() P.

\Ne (tnsider an ebruieni ori lingh of the Iitaii -Ax it1 is lorall t zil a diSt ir

x from the ape\ of tint toinical utiliror. igit saiIe t x throuvih an1- atifh

(P frrti thie lase'r 1wtt11ip I Iii('1(Iii Olh (i tttriiiai ilirrio at1 raidius H. IThl

ct 01 rLl. m i rror has li M IU i 1011 u ard miI ~l ilhlll 1iiinii of R ( II lid 1' lit .t 'Iill

naItion 0cniciial tli rrut itit p~ial)iidic rio riol ti(siitts ill Ilii folowing

tlatih mships:

2v (3. 12)

-lli tot 5 ( 3. 3

where A,( is the rietim(nt of ph uriit ion, e~valuaticil fromn the x a'xis,

Which contributes to lite signlal and p is the maximum radius about thet

x axis which al e ( rontriblittd lto 11n siVnI I "VIi P Il of t''iuatittr 3. 13

is gTreater than P , the ILteil 1.adiuls, tiie po(iwt stcltertd to) tiit (letertor

fitini Ax, p Ax i s given hv

U ~hI2 0t A~ x (3. 14)
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IItre 2 7r .A} is the solid angle stllflnd(-d Iy he (-leiliug system.

Since t(55 1 1/4 7 and, hv I,:quatiorl 3.12 AO = 2r/If ihen

P
1) A0G t Ax (3. 15)

The total signal p is nade LIp of coBt rihu lions f'on x 1 co. 55' to
0 0

x R 1 cot 55'. I O >f p at x = X li p > p fP r a ll
i m nix o nix

valLes of -, hetween x and x This vequLiVcs that

PnX 0 1 o cot 55 ' > P (3. 16)

0oro

0 P

r > tan 55" (3. 17)

When this is true

p T P u (P - P ) acot 55' (3. 18)

A value for, the system I 'ans nission, T , has l},en added to cove r reflec1ion
()1

losses, etc.

When Equation 3. 17 holds then p. the l)ow,,V to the detector',

is proportional toj I", the detector r'adius. 'Fle n{oise Cquivalent pow(,rV of,

the, detee toy- an(I the statistical noise of the background are also pr-oportional

to r, so that in rosl case's the signal to noise ratio is independent of I- as long

as Equation 3. 17 holds. This is not i1rie or the noise diue, Ito phoiton stalis-

tics of' the signal. For P P > P such noise is prtopor -tion;i to r hiitnix
0

in all cases consider-ed her{, the noise due to signal statistics is n(,gligilly

small comipare'd to the Wth't" noise Solll('{5s.
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In what follows signal to noise ratios will be calculated using

a single baxicon optical system and detector with lasers and filters

necessary for measurements at or near wavelengths 1p, 3 pu, and 10p. The

characteristics of a pytoelectric detector are used here for calculations.

If the observing time is t seconds, then the noise equivalent power, NEP,

of a typical pyroelectric detector used in a system involving synchronous

rectification at 30 11z and signal integration time of 100 seconds is

NI:I 10 (2 7rt) -1/2 r Watts

-11
= 4 x 10 r Watts (3. 19)

At 10i the detector noise as evaluated with a :300 "K background is dominant

so the system NI AP (30, 1. 6 x 10 - 3 ) is determined by the detector. The

rms value of the fundamental component of the chopped signal is

Prms 2 i P

where p is given by equation 3. 3. 6. The signal to noise ratio for a 100

second observation is

S/N = 9.8 x 109 P T1 o (l-H )If
0 0 0 (3.20)

Reasonable values for T( and (R-Ij )/f are 0.5 and 0.75 respectively.

To obtain S/ N = 5 the following must, hold:

1 0 1. 36 x 10 - (3. 21)

-9 -1
The minimuni desired value of ( at 10 p is taken as a = 5 x 10 cm

(AI'GT, Tropospheric Aerosol Model, Ref. 38, extrapolated to 50 km visual

range), thus

I' ; 1/3 Watts (3. 22)
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Similar calculations are made for A 3p and A = lp. In these cases

it is assumed that an optical filter is used as shown in Iigure 3. 3. "'able

3. 1 presents background noise calculations assuming that the systenm

essentially views a white surface irradiated by the sun on its normal. This

very conservative calculation shows that the background noise in such a

system is less than the inherent pyroelectr-e detector noise. No additional

refinement of background suppression is required. The laser powers required

at 3 p and 1p can be calculated in the same way as above for 10P. Results are

shown in Table 3.2.

Inspection of Table 3. 2 indicates that the requirements for measure-

ruent of the scattering coefficient can be met using the haxicon concept. Calcu-

lations have involved laser sources. Efforts to devise a single baxicon systenm

for the wavelength regions of interest using black bodies or special lanps

have failed at 10p for lack of adequate signal to noise ratio and have been

borderline at 3 p.

We conclude that the required sensitivities for measurements of

scattering coefficients can be achieved using the baxicon principle and laser

sources. The assumption that 4) (551) = 1/4 r at the wavelengths 1. 3 p to 10P

is weak and should be reviewed if a Baxicon system is given serious consideration.

3. 5 The Extinctiometer

The extinctiometer has been designed to measure the extinction

coefficient of the aerosols in the free atmosphere. Measurements arc to

be made in three wavelength bands centering on Ip, 3 p and l0p. The design

principles discussed in this section invotve a single black-body used as source

for the three wavelength bands, a single optical system, except for the filters

used to isolate the wavelength bands, and a single pair of radiation detectors.

It is important to note that the extinction measurement is j~ot to include

molecular scattering or absorption.

The following discussion follows the arguments used in the IISS

proposal, part of which appears as Appendix A. The minimum values of
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lahle 3]. 1. lIackground Noise Calculations for a Baxicon Nephelometer

Wave- Spectral Radiance Filter No. Photons Noise
length of Solar Irradiated Band on 1 sq cm Equivalent

(p) Matt Surface Pass Detector Power

2 - (Note 1) (Note 2)
(W em U sr ) (p) (Watts/v '-fT

10 7. :3 x 10 - 6 1.0 6.5 x 1014 1.27 x 10- 1 2

-4 15 -13 8. 37 x 10 0.05 1. 12 x 10 5. 56 x 1012

1 2. 36 x 10 - 2 0.005 1.05 x 1015 1.5 x 10 11

Pyroelectric Detector NEP = 10 - 9 (Af = 1, area = 1 cm 2

Note (1): I'or an optical system with relative aperture of fIO. 5 and a

transmittance of 0. 50 and one second of chopped observation

time.

Note (2): To be compared with the Pyroelectric Detector NEP of 10 9

W/v"T(f =10Hlz, Area = 1cm 2
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Table 3. 2.. Laser Power Requirements in a Haxicon Nepht(oniet.r Ne.eded

to Measure the Indicated Values of Scatte'ring (ot 'ffi c ic tits.

Wavelength Scattering I lower
Coefficient Requi ren ient

(Note 1)
(p). (cmi )(Watts)

10 5 x 10 - 9  3.35 x 10 - 1

3 2 x 10 - 8 8.3 x 10 2

-7 -3
1 3 x 10 7  5.5 x 10

Note 1: An observation time of 100 sec is assumed for measurements

at each wavelength; also a S/N ratio of 5 is assumed in the

calculation,.
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,xtinction coe,'ficient, , which are, of interest at the three wavehngths

8 -1
10 1. 5 x 10 Cm at A = 1 0 110 (3. 23)

-8 -1
5' 3 x 10 Cm at A =3,:3

0-7 -1
^1 = 3 ( 111 at A = 1p

The error in -, A , is to be less than 20 per cent of 5' That is:

K' ~< 0.2 (3. 24)

The design principles of the instrument are illustrated in Figure 3. 5.

In the instrument light travels alternately along two similar paths. Choice

of path is determined by the angular position of a rotating sectored-mirror.

The two paths are recombined by a beam splitting mirror so that a detec-

tor behind the beam splitter receives light alternately from the two paths.

Any difference, in the power transmitted by the two paths will result in an

AC component in the detector output with frequency equal to that of the

chopper and amplitude equal to the power difference. With such a set-up

the transmission of a sample can be measured by introducing it into one

beam and measuring the change in the AC current and the value of the DC

current. A more accurate measurement results if the measurement is

inade with the, sample in one beam and again with the sample in the other

),am. The amlbient. air sample is assumed to contain both aerosol and

molecular attenuators. In the upper sketch of Figure 3. 5 the sample is in

path 13. Path A, which passes through the open ended container, is free of

aerosols because the container is fed filtered air. The molecular composi-

tion or the two paths is assumed to be the same. As a second step in the

measurement, the open-ended container is moved from path A to path B.

A sample path length of 50 cm is assumed.
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It' 10 is the radiant power projected by a perfect source system,

then, when the sector mirror is complete'ly in the projected beam, some

Iraction or P 0 reaches the detector by path A. Let that fraction be Al P
o 0

When the sectored mirror is conpletely out of the beam then some fraction

of 1) , 1I3 , reachtes the detector. If the mirror sectors and the open sectors0 o

are equal in angular extent, then the, average power incident on the detector,

p, is

p :: (3. 25)

'[hen the power p(t) incident on the detector may be written

IA-Bj l3

p(t) p +  7r o cos (27rft) (3.26)

where r" is the frequency of chopping.

IA-HI P
(I

The' term 7 cos(27T ft) is the fundamental component which has an

rn. vaili( of

Prmns -2r (A-) P 0  (3. 27)

When a sample of length 1, and ,xtinction coefficient ' is introduced in path A,

the power incident on the, d(etector be conmes

(A --'Y B .) (Ac yl- _ B) P

pI) A  z I) 0 2 cos(2r ft

(3. 28)

an (

rms A (A o- 3)P (3.29)
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With the sample in path 11

rms B T (A - Be 1' j) (3.30)

If the rms detector output signal at frequency I is V then in gencral

Vrms Rf Prms (3. 31)

where R-f is the detector responsivity at frequency r" (and at the wavelength

of the incident power). The two signals V and V corresponding

to the sample being in path A and again in path 13 are

V A R - (Ac - B) P (3. 32)

andVrB R f, 2 - (A - 1 c 1) (3. 33)

The quantity Vrm s B - Brms A is Just

- = C2 P R (A-B) (I - e (3. 34)
rms B rms A 27r o f

In the cases of interest here fl, << I so

(V 5 B rms " I. (3. :35)

P f2 (A+-B)0 f'

The incident DC power is

l (A e - yL + B r( A I v e, )

and since El < < 1 we take wt )' signal, V in either Cas, 10 1W
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DC 0 1o (A 2 (3. 36)

where ? is the I)(' responsivity of the detector used to measure tile DCo

comporiont of the incident poser.

'i nal ly:

N rms 13 V rms A (3.37)
2 R f 11 V()(7

There are two signals given by 12qualions 3.32 and 3. 33 above. In each

case the noise is determined by the NEP of the detector added statistically

to the statistical variations in photon arrival rate. The NEP of the detector

includes 300 'K radiation exchange noise between detector and background so

at l0a only the statistics of the signal photons need attention.

igur( , 3.4 will be used to illustrate an idealized aerosol extinci-

onicter operating in the vicinity of 10 microns. The distance between the

projection lens near tIhe source, and the collecting lens near the detectors is

taken to be 90 cm. The diameter of each of these lenses is assumed to be 5 cm.

If the 3ourcc is black body at 1300 'K and the band pass of the filter is 8 to

12p then the source radiance N in this wavelength interval is

-1 -2 -1
N = 2. 57 x 10 W cm sr (3. 38)

2
The area of tihe collecting aperture is 19. 6 cm and the projecting aperture.

The 01aximuni value of I is thus
-C -3

S = (2. 57 x 10 )x (19. 6)x (2.42 x 10
0

-2
j) = 1.22 x 10 Watts (3. 39)

boore acco intirg for, transmission losses.
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AXi (effiient waiy 1() aitlittvc such1 fiff is hSI) S lit FH'iliiti

optics toi fc i tnr i agt' ()f flit. st iit (lii Ill(-ti flft i *l ( '(tilt fir

Optics. If thre pr(iifci(tiorIi (pti (S halVe f-HiUtH ItI Oif f/ I I pt( ; lj~-1f( Air ('

and the ()olletiing apert WI' ist 5i ('I' iaiiitt ifltH OWf Situ itt (- i11SI fluiVt

dianieter of 2. 94 fliil or gr'eater. It' flit (-ol-Iitf ig t)fics aWit f/ I I1(l 'li

pvr'oeleetric deftor.0' working with 30 liIz iiodulzif io ) ilw 11ijttli 1ign;l ( tat

have a noise equivah-lit powe r gi Vt ii h y

NFP 10 Wafts. liz (1. 40)

The rnis noise power of' the input signaLl (111e to photon statistics is (WI(;ikIat '1

hitre. The path t ransmiission values A and H ar( ti aketn to h(-

A z B ;Z; . 15 (3. 411

provision is to hie wade to balancle t he Iw pathii s so t ial

I - 131 ! 10-: (A 2 B 1 ) (:). 4 2)

Uinder tthese conxditio.ns the, lC 1eenx oif th.. input power' is

p 0. 1 L) p1) 1i : I)x 10 WtIS(3. 430

'1he, associated noise pmi(i' 2A p ) Is 1.5 x I) WValls . ;1 '344

This is small comparet o the di(- cTIW NHP I((Ililafti 3. 40) so ihe ,;(Lnal

to noise- ratio may be calculatediusn flie dt't'fti N11't .
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1,'tr jmpo~sc of cah-titatirlg -Hjgnal -Itt)oli-B ratios w('

lAk I lit ins pt wi r iniei(t t it Iho' modu11 at ion ti(-utinc to he

S (.215 1) ) (A 1 B)3.5

and with-y - 1. 5 x 10 cm and 1, 50 cm

S=3 x 10 - 0WattIs (3.46)

11' thn obscrVing time is 5 minutes the (ffietive lbaild pass

ofI a s viihroluons rec ti firr is 5. :3 x 0 lz and th( system N t'1:P hcco(010)

2. :3 x 10-1 Watts. '[In resulting signal to noise ratio is

SIN = 13 (3. 47)

Sim ilar calculations haive been made foi- wavelength pass bands at 31A and

l p. In( resits ajre summiarized in Table 3. 3, 11. is evident that Ihe

e-xtinctioec call'(1 anwe Ow(th requirements of this stuld.

.3. 6(i Concllsi)ll

Itl *s p ( oplionr i S-hc itled hi'r( might measure absorption

to(.i ilrits ofilit'i~ to this study. It requires a different pulsed laser

for 4 ai' WO liii ~llg I inll 'tgated . Me tilods tor- se pa rat ion of aerosol absorp -

ion from nloticcllar absorpt ion have not) been investigate d.

l Vt'reIl i icd s cat te ring cor iti c i(nt m easit remi ents can bc made

with thlt )lxjci)l 11t uses thlrt't ditferent modulated lase rs. There is no

prolttill in scparnt lig qit Ime molecular scaltel'ing. Several haxicons have

lt' Ililt :11(1 t1 1 01Ott't. flit' instinint'ilrt described heeis fecasible.
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I' thle ,3 S >"stelil (hal'~wtcristices with 1 1,01\ li eL Ildy inl

Wt4lkL~h 11 1m W'~t IP 'A' z( Watis 'S/N (5 njiiHi

-12 1.s 10 84 wi 10 o 1. 5 i 1  4x 10

>1-x to0 1 12 \ 10 .4 x 10 2 x10 100

11 1 1x 10- 1. 7(; x 10(1 1 .48 N: 1 0- 5. 8 % 10 2

- Ixtirnijton coefficient )sIgr,( .f o m

[I= verilgc poerI incident (m (tertor

.p rnilS otwi Tneisc (no~te (JtetoT' NViP -- I A W 1/

= V~~1u ( IIId~tI~lCTrotai co(lip)(let of' fllo(11111ted illptl pmever tol

S N =signal to J1Cis-n r;itio} inticipit(-d with 5 min i ))servjflL-T time.
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'T he ,linctio ,loter per'tormn s a f(,asurcmenrt of the aerosol

which is Ilw nIlosl ireet of all lthe ymieastirvenrit approaches (iscussed here.

If uses a single black or gray body as source. The 1SS extinctiometer design

also separates aerosol extinction from tnolecular extinction. Signal-to-noise

calcilations suggest that such a machine might work. The design requires

that a change in path transmission of one part in a million be measurable

with signal-to-noise of 10 or so. This places exacting requirements on the

design and fabrication of the instrument.

The contract supporting this work calls for recommendation of a

technique for neasuw ing extinction or for measuring scattering and absorption.

We recommend the extinctiometei as a technique for measuring extinction.
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4. FM3 tI\E N'AT, PROGRAM

4. 1 Introduction

In the preceding sections of this report investigations are

described in which all candidate methods for determining infrared atmos-

pheric aerosol exinction coefficients were reviewed. These investigations

reachcd the conclusion that an extinctiorneter was the most promising of

the candidate instruments for satisfying the AFGI, performance objectives

at this time, having assessed the current technological state-of-the-art

in the alternate approache.s.

Ipon completion of the investigations by HSS Inc AFGL was

advised of the conclusions which had been reached. While recommending

the extinctiometer approach HISS Inc advised that certain fesibility experi-

ments be performed prior to entering into the design phase of an extinctiometer.

Experiments were envisioned which would resolve whether there were any

fundam.ental physical limitations to the extinctiometer approach.

An extinctioireter nicasures the amount of power extracted from

a beam of radiation (as distinct from a transmissometer which measures

the amount of power remaining in h, beam). The AFGI, performance objec-

tives require that atmospheric aerosol extinction he measured at the extreme

conditions of 50 kilometer visibility and 5 kilometer altitude. This require-

ment translate.o into an extinction (in two of the spectral regions of interest)

of 15 parts per 108 of beam power for a measurement pathlength of 10 centimeters;

or 15 paits per 10' for a one meter pathlength. These requirements are

anatogous to the nieas it ,ment of on( Toile lo an accuracy of 0. 01 inch or 0. 1

in,'h respectivoly for the two siluations ,ist described. Such requiren-wnts are

(.xtr( n 9elv severe when congidered in terms of conventional radiometric

II r'as rem lents.
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The particular extinctiometer approach recommended by IISS

Inc is believe~d to be a unique combination of four features which together

provide necessary capability to perform aerosol extinction measurements

over the extreme range of conditions specified by At. Gl,. The four features

which are married in the HSS Inc extinctiometer approach are: (1) a dual-

path radiometer with a single detector in which ambient aerosols and filtered

air are interchanged periodically between sample volumes in the two paths;

(2) a differential detector which responds only to differences in the radiation

received from the two paths; (3) a method for balancing the radiative power

in the two paths to a high degree of precision; and (4) the manner in which

measurements are processed to give a direct readout of ambient aerosol

extinction while simultaneously eliminating any dependence on the internal

transmission function of the instrument.

The first and last of these four features are analytic instrument

practices about which no serious doubts arise and their incorporation into

the design is straight forward (although filtering of the aerosols from ambient

air without changing the molecular constituents in any way appears to be a

challenging engineering task). However similar positive feelings could not be

expressed regarding the second and the third basic features of the extinct -

iometer. It was recognized by both AFGL & HSS Inc personnel that funda-

mental physical limitations may hide in these two features and that it was

essential to conduct requirements to prove otherwise.

The issues which were to be addressed experimentally were re-

duced to the following Lwo questions: (1) Can a balance of high precision be

achieved between the radiant power in the two beams of the extinctiometer

and (2) Will a differential detector (in this case a pyroelectric detector)

maintain its weak-signal response characteristics in the presence of a strong

DC-beam of radiation?

If the radiation in the two beams can be balanced to say 1 part
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in 10 then thle problem of nwasuring an AC signal of 15 parts in 10 (i. e.

relative to the avc rage )(' power- in tic con iined h)eams) is reduced to a

problem of measuring a signal of 15 parts in 104, i.e.

15 :3 15x103-o
10 7 x0 104

which places a much more reasonable requirement on a radiometric measure-

ment system.

It was the intent of the experimenta! effort to investigate only

the two questions stated above. However in the process of investigating these

questions many unforeseen problem areas were uncovered. !n solving each

of these additional problems invaluable information was obtained, and

techniques were evolved, all of which aided greatlY in arriving at the final

design of the extinctiometer.

4. 2 Ideal Instrument Simulation

The first question to be addressed experimentally was that of

the weak-signat response of a pyroelectric detector in the presence of a

strong DC beam of radiation. To address this question required, in effect,

that the ideal behavior of the extinctiometer be simulated. That simulation

was achieved by the experimental set-up shown in Figure 4. 1.

In this experimental set-up a tungsten ribbon-filament lamp and

optical system were use d to obtain a strong DC beam of radiation as shown

in the figure. This beam was rendered incident on the pyroelectric detector

bY field lens L6 which images the aperture stop 1,3 onto the sensing element.

A weak square-wave unbalance-signal was generated by extracting

a portion of the )C beam with a beam-splitter 1S-1. passing it through a

8 ,t
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ciopper wheel and recombining it with the DC beam by means of a beam-

combiner cube RC1. The combination of the beam-splitter and choice of

NI) filters inserted at position I,' could provide fractional AC unbalance

-2 -3 -4
signal levels of 10 10 10 of the power in the DC beam.

The use of an interrupt-type of chopper wheel in the above manner

simulated the performance of an essentially perfect reflective-chopper

in a two-beam radiometer---in which latter case when 'Jte beams are re-

combined any slight imbalance of power between the two beams is manifest

as a weak square wave superimposed on a strong DC beam of radiation.

The pyroelectric detector ano pre-amplifier were enclosed in a

special housing constructed so as to minimize thermal drifts, microphonic

coupling and EMI pick-up. The output of this unit was coupled to a Princeton

Applied Researcb (PAR) Model 186 Synchro-llet Lock-In Amplifier.

The aer'age power in the )C beam was monitored by a silicon

detector couplec to a Tektronix Model .1-16 D)igilal Photometer Readout

Unit. Further details of the components used in the experimental set-up

may be found in Table 4.1.

The AC imbalance signal which was generated in the manner

described represents just what its name implies -- a simulation of the

residual difference in power levels which remains after the splitting of a

single beam of radiation by a reflective chopper wheel,passing the two beams

along separate paths of differing transmission,and then the recombining of

the two beams.

The actual weak-signal response to be investigated in the experi-

mental set-up was the simulation of slight differences in transmission of the

two paths of the extinctiometer. Differences in path transmission were

simulated by inserting a fine wire into the AC beam (at MD-1 in Figure 4. 1).

The wire was mounted on the end of a micrometer screw so that more or
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Table 4. 1. Description o' coniponnts us.d in Afn.ost 11alancitd , Perfect

Chopping Experimental Set-up.

ILLUMINATION SOURCE

SOURCE G.E. type CG-101-AX Ribbon Filament Lamp,
2mm wide ribbon, rated 18 amperes at 6 volts

POWER SUPPLY Trygon DC Power Supply, Model S36-20,
continuously variable output to 20 amperes

OPTICAL SYSTEM

SYMBOL COMPONENT CHARACTERISTICS

L1 CONDENSING LENS Xlelles Griot Model
01-CMP-009, 25 mm
focal length, 25mm
diameter, operated 1:1
conjugates.

P1 PINHOLE 1.5 mm diameter aperture

L2 RELAY LENS B&F Enterprises, 1/2"
focal length, 9/16" diameter
aperture, operated at 1:2
conjugates

L3 PROJECTION LENS Nikon, (f/n) 2. 8, 35 mm
focal length, operated at
conjugates s:s' = 167:700

BSI BEAM SPLITTER Eastman Kodak spectroscopic
plateglass without emulsion
0.030" thick, 65 mm by 65 mm,
uncoated

MI MIRROR 100 mm by 100 mm by 12 mm
thick front surface mirror,
aluminum coated, no overcoat

BS2 BEAM SPLITTER CUBE Two cemented 50 mm by 50 mm
by 55 mm tall right angle prisms,
30 percent transmission, 30
percent reflectance, 40 percent
absorption
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Table 4. 1 (Cont. ) Description of Components used in Almost Balanced,

Perfect Chopping Experimental Set-up.

SYMBOL COMPONENT CHARACTERISTICS

F1 FILTER Metalic coated neutral
density filters: ND-1, ",D-2

PR1 MIRROR PRISM Aluminized 25 mrn by 25 mm
right angle prism

L4 IMAGING LENS Technor Projection Lens,
f/1. 5, 20 mm focal length

L5 PROJECTION LENS Eastman Kodak Projection
Lens, f/1. 6, 32 mm focal
length

Al APERTURE 10 mm diameter

MD1 BEAM MODULATOR imm diameter rod supported on a
micrometer screw and inserted in-
to the AC beam a measured amount

L6 FIELD LENS Canon, (f/n) = 1.4, 25 mm
focal length

L7 FIELD LENS Cooke Speed Panchro Lens,
f/2. , 35 mm focal length

ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENT SYSTEIS

BEAM CHOPPER Laser Precision Corp., Model CTX-534,
Radiation Chopper, mirror finish 2
blade chopper, or equivalent

PYROELECTRIC DETECTOR/ HSS Inc design and manufacture, sensor
PREAMPLIFIER 2 mm diameter pyroelectric, Eltec

Model 404 VM-4

SYNCHRO-HET Princeton Applied Research, Model
AM PLI IER 186, Synchro-Het Lock-in amplifier

or equivalent
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Table 4. 1 (Cont.) Description of Components used in Almost Balanced,

Perfect Chopping Experimental Set-up.

DIGITAL VOLTMETER 3 1/2 digit; Fluke 8020A, 4 1/2 digit;
Model 2480 R(or equivalent) 5 1/2 digit;
Uluke Model 8052 or equivalent

SILICON DIODE DETECTOR [ISS Inc design and manufacture;
Silicon Photoconductive Cell
UTC Model PIN-100, operated in
photovoltaic mode.

PHOTOMETER Tektronix, Model JIG Digital Photo-
meter; 3 1/2 digit readout
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less of the wire could be inserted into the beam. BY using various size

wires of known diameter,and using the fine motion provided by the micro-

meter screw, precise amounts of attenuation of the AC unbalance signal
-3

could be achieved. An attenuation as small as 10 of the AC beam

power could be provided in this manner.

The first tests with the idealized instrument set-up were con-

ducted with a randomly-polarized TEM ,2 milliwatt,1leNe laser as the00

source of radiation. That source was quickly abandoned because of the poor

stability in its power output and the inordinate amount of random power

fluctuations in its output.

The second source which was tried was a G.E. ribbon-filament

microscope illuminator lamp operated slightly under its ratings.

This lamp also proved to have inherent noise characteristics associated with

its radiant output, but was less noisy than the laser. Of all the lamp types

which were investigated none were less noisy than this microscope

illuminator lamp. Seven of the microscope illuminator lamps were tested

in order to select the least noisy lamp. One lamp. initially quieter by a

factor of ten than the other six, abruptly became equally as noisy after a

short period of usage.

Several noise characteristics inherent in the microscope illumi-

nator lamps were isolated and their possible origins identified, these are:

(1) A very large amplitide low-frequency (-1 Hz) periodic

variation of the lamp output. Its origin is still a mystery

after much effort to identify its source.

(2) Very low frequency drifts in the output of the lamp.

The source of these drifts is believed to be ambient air

motion near the lamp which cools the envelope; the

envelope in turn cools the fill-gas of the lamp which in

turn induces temperature and radiant output changes in the

filament.
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(3) i\Microphonic" noise. Noise in Ihe radiant power output

could be induced by acoustic noise sources coupling hoih

through the air- and through the mount support structure.

(4) An underlying random noise present at all frequencies.

This noise is believed to be generated at the contact points

between the tungsten filament and its supports (tungsen

filaments are invariably attached by a crirniping process).

Noise from tungsten lamps was not unexpected. However, the

magnitude of that noise was far more than anticipated.

Another problem which arose in the experimental set-up shown in

Figure 4. 1 was the presence of a false-signal which was 180 degrees out of

phase with the true AC signal. The false-signal led to nonsensical outputs

from the PAR Synchro-Het Amplifier at low A(' signal levels.

The false signal had its origin in that portion of the DC beam whic ,

through a combination of reflecting in the beam-conihiner cube BC-1,was

directed into the path of the AC beam but in a direction reverse from which

the true AC signal was traveling. The spurious DC radiation was then re-

flected from the backside of the chopper blades, redirected to the beam-

combiner cube,and thence to the detector. The false-signal problem was

minimized by tilting of the chopper wheel so that the DC radiation impinging

on the backside of the blades was not retro-reflected.

The Measurements performed with the idealized instrument set-ip

demonstrated a capability of detecting an AC-signal approximately equal to
-6

10 of the DC power level. It was however concluded, without proof, that

if a radiant source with a noise level equal to or less than the NEP of the

detector had been used in the set-up, the goal of measuring an AC signal
-7

equivalent to 10 of the DC power level could have been reached.
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4.3 A Two-Beam -atanced Sysiem

4. 3. 1 Focal Point Chopping

The second basic question to be addressed e.xperim,,ntally

concerned the balancing of a two-beam radiometer system. In this syst(m

the second of the two beams originates at a reflective clhopper wheel, th,- two

beams are then directed along separate paths, recombined into a single'

beam and then inaged onto a pvroelectric detector. Figurc 4. 2 illustrates

the experimental arrangement used to simulate the two-beam radiometer.

In this arrangement the chopping occurs at a focal point of the system.

Figure 4. 3 shows two photographic views of the set-up and Table 4. 2 pro-

vides a list of all the optical components used in the experiments. Tue

source,detectors and electronic readout units were the same as thos, in-

dicated in Table 4. 1.

First attempts at achieving a balanced beam systn" utilized an

interrupter-type chopper wheel which was hand-polished to a irirror finish.

Thewheel proved completely inadequate to the task. The btst balance which

could be achieved was such that the residual AC signal-power was one-tenth

of the average power level. Invaluable experience was gained,howe'e r, since

the deficienciP.-s of the blade served to dictate the requirements for an improve d

chopper wheel.

All tests described here w,,re prec(,ded by a carcful aliTnnr(ent of

the optical components to insure both the sample and referucn( teamns were

imaged to the same point on the sensing surface of the dete-lor, and thai

both images were of the same size, This precaution proved to be necessary

since image-motion,or an alternation in image size between the chopped or

direct beam on the pyroelectric sensing element,appeared to induce a

second order signal effect in addition to the signal caused bY thoe ma.ier

defects of the chopper wheel.
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Table 4. 2. Description of Optical Components Used in the Balanced

Two-Beam System.

OPTICAL SYSTEM

SYMBOL COMPONENT CHARACTERISTICS

L1 CONDENSING LENS Melles Griot Model

01-CMP-009, 25mm
focal length, 25 mm
diameter, operated 1:1
conjugates.

P1 PINHOLE 1.5mm diameter aperture

L2 RELAY LENS Eastman Kodak, 32mm
focal length, f/1.6

projector lens.

L3, L4 PROJECTION LENS Nikon, (f/n) = 2.8,135mm
focal length, operated at
conjugates s:s' = 165:700

M1,M2 MIRROR 100mm by 100mm by 12mm
thick front surface mirror,
aluminum coated, no over-
coat.

BS BEAM SPLITTER Evaporated titanium on
0.030" thick glass, 65mm
x 65rm, nominally 0.5:0.5
split.

BI GROSS BALANCE ABSORBERS Several pieces uncoated
glass.

B2 FINE BALANCE CONTROL 1.0mm diameter wire on
micrometer screw.
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The reflective chopper wheel which had been improvised from

an interrupt-type of blade was replaced with a high quality reflective two-

blade chopper wheel. An improvement by a factor ten in performance re-

sulted from the use of this precision reflective chopper wheel. But despite

all attempts the imbalance factor could not be improved beyond 10 - 2 when

the beam was chopped at a focal point of the system. The results to that

point gave some insights as to the primary and secondary causes of im-

balance signals in a dual-beam radiometer system using a reflective chopper

and a pyroelectric detector. These are as follows:

A. Primary Causes of Imbalance

1. Energy lost from the beam due to scattering by

imperfect knife-edges on the chopper blades.

2. Non-uniform reflectance of the chopper blade.

B. Secondary Causes of Imbalance

1. Motion of the image from the reflected beam due

to misalignment of optics.

2. Differences in image sizes on the detector between

reflected and direct beams of radiation.

3. Motion of the image from the reflected beam due to

wobble in the chopper wheel caused by an imperfect motor-

shaft, shaft bearings, or hub seat.

4. Change in source-temperature/spectral-characteristics:

This effect was significant in the test set-up because no

spectral isolation was used and plane-glass attenuators

were used to obtain gross adjustments of beam balance thus

creating slightly different spectral transmission properties

between the two beams.
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4. 3. 2 Non-Focal Point Chopping

After the above series of beam-balance tests were performed

it was concluded that chopping the beam where it has a significantly larger

diameter than at a focal point might improve thd performance. The rationale

being somewhat obvious: if the primary cause of beam imbalance is the loss

of radiation due to imperfect knife edges on the chopper blades then the

effect may be reduced by simply chopping at a larger beam size. The

effects of the blade edges should diminish inversely with the increase in

beam diameter at the chopping point. The revised experimental set-up is

shown in Figure 4. 4 and in the accompanying photographs (Figure 4. 5).

In the set-up shown in these illustrations beam-chopping occurs at a point

where the radiation bundle is only slightly less than the maximum bundle

diameter.

This second beam-chopping arrangement improved the balance

only slightly (a question would be a factor-of-two). As a result of this latter

experiment we were forced to conclude that one or more of the secondary

effects described in the preceding section had become a dominant signal-

imbalance generating mechanism. In approaching the beam-balance problem

it must at all times be remembered that a pyroelec.ric detector senses any

cIange in the radiant power incident on it. It herefore is not a sufficient

condition for a "balance" that equal amounts of energy arrive at the detector

dur-ng each half of a chop cycle. If th rate at which the equal amounts of

energy arrive were to change in any way during the cycle a sigaal will be

induced. Further, a difference in position of the two images on the sensing

element causes an imbalance signal to occur since the radiation is alterna-

ting between the two beams.

The conclusion reached from the two-beam balancing experiments
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Figure 4. 5. Two views of the two-beam balanced system with
non-focal point chopping.
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was the following: An imbalance signal as small as 10 of the average lit-ant

power is probably achievable provided the entire mechanism responsible for

the beam ch-opping is engineered with sufficient precision to reduce the

primary and secordary causes of beam-imbalance by exacting specifications.

Again, this is not a proven conclusion, but results from the learning exper-

ience gained during the preceding sequence of experiments. It is also felt

that an imbalance signal as small as 10 - 4 is probably beyond the present

state-of-the-arts in r lective chopper wheels.

4.3.3 Reduction-To-Practice

While the two-beam experimental set-up shown in Figure 4.2 was

still intact measurern nts were performed which were intended to fully

demonstrate the principles involved in the IISS Inc extinctiometer concept

and thus to constitute a reduction-to-practice for patent purposes. A black-

body source was substituted for the microscope illuminator lamp.

Aerosol extin.:tion was simulated first by placing a fine wire of

known diameter first in one beam and then the other beam. Measurements

were taken with the PAR Synchro-Het Amplifier. Recording times up to two

minutes were employed. Applying the extinctiometer algorithm to these

measurements (as outlined in Appendix A) the simulated extinction oL was

determined. The measured extinction was shown to be in reasonable agree-

ment with the value obtained by calculating the cr.ss-sectional area of the

beam removed by the wire.

As a further demonstration of the principle opcr. cylinders were

installed in each of the two beams. Cigarette smoke was introduced first

into one beam then the other. The measurements which were then made

were illustrative of the kind of extinction which might occur in a fog situation.
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4.4 Noise tPower Nivasurenients

The ideal instrument simulation described in Section 4. 2 was

intended to address tht question of whether weak signals could be detected

by a pyroelectric detsctor in the presence of a strong IC beam of radiation.

In the process of conducting that experiment it was found that standard sources

of radiant power can be very noisy --- tungsten lamps and lasers in particular.

In fact, source generated noise proved to be the ultimate limitation on the

ability to measure weak signals in the presence of a strong DC beam of

radiation. It thus became ne.essary to prove that a low-noise source of

radiant power covering the spectral range from 1 to 12 microns was attainable

in order to demonstrate that the extinctiometer approach was feasible.

The experimental set -up shown in Figure 4.2 was modified by re-

placing the microscope illuminator lamp by a blackbody cavity as the source

of radiation and substituting a Nikkor-S, 50mm, fl1-4 lens for lens Li in

order to maximize the throughput of the new optical arrangement. The

blackbody cavity was operated at a temperature of 1200"C. The chopper

was removed from the set-up and operated solely as a means to obtain a

reference frequency for the 13AB 186 Synchro-tlet Amplifier. The "Noise

Power" measurement feature of the I'AH 186 was enabled, so that the RMS

noise voltage in a 1 Hz band centered on the reference frequency could be

measured. Measurements were then performed for a variety of frequency and

DC radiant power levels.

DC radiant power levels were measured with a Laser Precision

Radiometer Model RK-5100 using an RKP-545 pyroelectric detector probe.

Power levels were varied by metallic neutral-density filters. The detector

noise power output (NEP),for each combination of reference frequency and

DC beam power incident on the detector, were determined from the customary
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expression

VRMS (4.1)

NEP= -

where VRM S is the measured noise voltage and R is the voltage respon-

sivity of the detector. The voltage responsivity vs frequency of the

particular pyroelectric detector used in these experiments was determined

by an independent set of measurements and shown to be in close agreement

with the published results of the manufacturer (ELTEC).

Table 4. 3 presents the significant results of the noise power

measurements. The results indicate that the optimum operating frequency

is in the vicinity of 30 Hz. At that frequency the blackbody added very little

noise power to the NEP of the detector.

I 1o
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Table 4. 3. Noise Power Measurements Using a Blackbody Source and

Pyroelectric Detector

Unattenuated Blackbody Detector
Reference Blackbody +ND-1 Filter Capped-Off
Frequency Beam NEP -T Beam NEP P--- Beam NEP--'Power Wi/NFi z Power W/IVHz Power W14 Hz

(Hz) (mw) (mw) (mw)

10 0.76 6. 7xI0 1 0  0. 081 4. 8x10 -10 0 4. 5x10- 0

-10 -10 -1
30 0.76 5. 9x10 0.081 5. 3x10 0 5. 0x10 1

90 0.76 4.OxlO- 0.081 8.4x10 -1 0 7.6x10 1 0
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5. THE EXTINCTIOMETER DESIGN

5.1 Instrument Concept

Upon completion of the experiments described in the previous

section (Section 4) the conceptual design of the extinctiometer was initiated.

The design relied heavily on the results of those experiments and on previous

applications' experience with pyroelectric detectors. Results of the foregoing

experiments were also instrumental in setting the performance specifications

for those components which are critical to the proper operation of the instrument.

The basic form of the instrument is that of a two beam-radio-

meter where the two beams alternate in passing through a sample volume of

ambient air and a filtered volume of air. The two beams are created from

a single beam by means of a reflective mirror-chopper-wheel. All-mirror

imaging optics are required to accommodate the broad spectral range from 1

to 12 microns over which the instrument operates. A complete measurement

cycle was taken to be 15 minutes in duration. Each cycle is devoted to

measurements in three wavelength intervals; each of these intervals being

of five minutes duration. A filter wheel is used to isolate the spectral region

of interest. Calibration cycles are periodically interspersed with the measure-

ment cycles.

A beam-recombiner is not used in the actual system because of the

severe penalty which would be paid in the form of radiant power loss to the

system if such a component were utilized, (combined with the severe polariza-

tion effects introduced from the use of high-index IR transmitting material which

would be employed). Instead the beams are recombined in a manner

which departs from conventional methods as shown in Figure 5. 1. This figure

is a schematic layout of the instrument and also serves to illustrate the

principle features of the instrument. Details of the instrument design and the
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specifications of all critical components are provided in Appendix B to this

report. The design is treated in such detail in the appendix that only a brief

outline of the design is given here.

5. 2 Optical Layout

To achieve the performance objectives of the instrument requires

a highly efficient optical system covering the wavelength region from 1 to

12 microns. Mirror optics are essential to achieving that goal. Coupled

with the need for high ffficiency is the need for the maximum possible

relative aperture. A relative aperture of f/2 is believed to be realistically

achievable and was chosen as a design goal for the optical system.

Transmitting optics (e. g. windows, beam-splitters and beam

combiners) were held to a minimum. Operation over the wavelength range

from 1 to 12 micron prohibits use of transmission-enhancement coatings on

optical components. The use of transmission components would therefore,

severely reduce the throughput of the system, especially since most broad-

band infrared transmitting materials have high indices of refraction. Severe

polarization effects can also be introduced by high index materials operating

in situations where radiation is not normal to their surfaces.

A description of the optical system shown in Figure 5. 1 is as

follows: Radiation from a high temperature graybody source is imaged by

elliptical mirror El onto a 4 millimeter diameter field stop at 2:1 conjugates

transforming the f/2 collecting aperture into an fi4 bundle. A pair of off-

axis parabolic mirrors P1 and P2 re-image the field stop at a point ahead

of a rotating reflective chopper wheel. Radiation is alternately transmitted

and reflected by the chopper wheel to a second pair of off-axis parabolic mirrors

P3 and P4 which relay the (now two) images of the field stop onto a parabolic

field mirror P5. (n passing from mirror P3 and P4 to P5 the two beams
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are required to transit the sample volumes A and B. Turning mirrors 12 -

M5 lessen the separation between the two beams and by slight tilts direct

the beams to P5 such that principal rays from the centers of the two mirrors

P3 and P4 become axial rays allowing P5 to form coincident images of the

two aperture stops P4 and P5 at image point F. A second elliptical mirror

E2 then reimages the image point F onto the pyroelectric detector. The

relative aperture of each bundle of radiation reaching the detector is f/2 and

the geometric image is a circle 2 millimeters in diameter.

Reducing the separation between beams with mirrors M2 - M5

permits the ase of a single field mirror P5 and permits the use of a single

filter wheel for both beams. The filter wheel is located immediately after

mirrors M3 and M5 in radiation bundles having minimum amounts of divergence.

Four windows W1 - W4 are necessary to provide environmental

protection for the optical and electronic components housed in the trans-

mitting and receiving enclosures. The windows must transmit radiation from

1 to 12 microns and be capable of withstanding environmental effects for a

reasonably long period of time before resurfacing or replacing. ZnSe has

beer. selected as the material most suitable for fulfilling these two require-

ments.

An optimization of the first-order optical system design given in

Appendix B, using a computer optical design program, is required. Merit

function, spot diagram and knife edge analysis must be used to provide: (1)

component focal lengths and tolerances (2) the surface accuracy (figure) of

each component (3) optimum conjugate distance relationships (4) additive

effects of tolerances and surface accuracies on the overall system performance,

and (5) chief ray behavior to prescribe sufficient clear apertures for each

component and thus avoid any vignetting in the system.
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5. 3 Performance Analysis

The analysis of the measurement capability of the extinctiometer

design shown in Figure 5. 1 utilizes the extinction coefficient values given in

Table 5. 1. These values were deduced from the range of measurement para-

meters specified by AFGL. A performance objective of AFGL is that the

instrument be capable of measuring the extinction coefficient to an accuracy

of t 20 percent or better over this entire range of values.

The error analysis developed in Appendix B derived an expression

for the average thermal power M required at the detector in order to fulfill

the AIGL accuracy requirement. That expression is

-1
10 NEP

M 2 Watts (5.1)-1(Watt)

where the NEP of the detector is specified in watts/NFHand the units of the
-l

extinction coefficient are cm

A measurement pathlength of 50 centimeters was assumed in this

derivation. For a pyroelectric detector whose NEP is 10 . 9 watts/NFj- the flux

values which must be achieved in each of the three channels in order meet

the performance objective are given in Table 5. 2.

Choosing realistic values for the instrument parameters as shown

in Table 5.3, and for the efficiency of the optical system components as given

in Table 5. 4, the power incident on the detector for the extinctiometer design

of Figure 5. 1 may be calculated as outlined in Appendix B. These predicted

values are given in Table 5. 5 for each of the three wavelength channels; they

are to be compared with the required flux levels as specified in Table 5.2.
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TABLE 5.1.Wavelength Bands and Extreme Values of Atmospheric

Attenuation Coefficients.

Wavelength Wavelength Largest Smallest
Region Bandwidth Extinction Extinction (2)

(microns) (microns) Coefficient Coefficient

(km - ) (km - 1

0.98 - 1.08 0.1 20 .015

3-4 1 20 .0015

8-12 4 20 .0015

Note (1): The extinction coefficient for fog is taken to be that of

Shettle and Fenn Advection Fog Model 2 for light to

moderate advection fog; E. P. Shettle and R. W. Fenn,

"Models for the Aerosols of the Lower Atmosphere

and Effects of Humidity Variations on their Optical

Properties", AFGL-TR-79-0214, 20September 1979.

Note (2): The extinction coefficient for 50 kilometer visibility

at 5 kilometer altitude was obtained by scaling of the

AFGL Tropospheric Aerosol Model to these parameters.
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Table 5. 2. Flux Required at the Detector to Measure the Limiting Extinction

Coefficients to an Accuracy of 20 percent

Channel Mean Maximum Minimum
No. Wavelength Extinction Coefficient Extinction Coefficient

_() a(km 1 ) Flux (IpW) a(km - ) Flux (pW)

1 1 20 .036 0.015 47

2 3.5 20 .036 0.0015 470

3 0. 6 20 .036 0.0015 470
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TABL: 5. 3. Instrunwnt i )s ign P araneters.

GRAYBOI)Y SOURCE:

Temperatur, . .............. 1400 'K

Emissivity (1-12 p) .. ........... ... 0.9

PYROELECTRIC DETECTOR

Diameter (Actual) ............... ... 3 rnii

Diameter (Effective) ............. .... 2 mm

NEP (1-12 pi; 34 Hz; 1 lz) ............ 10 - 9 Watts/Vf

OPTICAL SYSTEM

Transmission (Each Beam) .......... 0.21

Relative Aperture ...... ............ f1/2

CHOPPER WHEELI

Chopping Frequency ............. .... 34 11z

Beam Imbalance ................ 0

MEASUREMENT TIME

A-Beam (Ambient); B- Beam (Reference).. 100 sec

A-Beam (Reference); B-Beam (Ambient) .. 100 set

OPTICAL BANDWIDTHS

Channel 1 ..... ................. ... 0.98 - 1.08p

Channel 2 ..... ................. ... 3-4 M

Channel 3 ........................ 8-12

SAMPLE VOLUMES

Pathlength ....... ................. 50 cm
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Table 5.4. .fficiency cf Optical System Components

Systenm Mater;Tr Transmission Percent
Cor pori ctt or Radiation

Reflectance Remaining

Sour11C WindO)W L'nkriown 1.00 1.00

E.llipse No. I Air (oated 0.98 0.98

Parabola No. I Air 'oated 0.98 0.96

P- arab)ola No). 2 .At) (r Cate.d 0. 98 0.94

l'urning Mirror No. I Air (Coated 0.98 0.92

eam t 'hopp-t" Air (Coated 0.98 0.90

'arabola No. 3 AiI (oated 0.98 0.89

Window No. I Zn St, 0. 68 0. 60

Window No,. 2 /.n se 0. 68 0.41
,rljrnir \lir'r'or No.'2 Air ('oa .d 0.98 0. 40

"l'ur',1112 Nli1-,,r" No ,. 3 Air (oaled 0. 98 0 39

Ihancl Fiftc' Var'-iolus 0. 70 0. 28

I';arltola %,,. 4 Air ('oattd 0.98 0 27

l p sq.t NI). 2 AIT" ('o.l ,d 0. 98 0.26

W" rinow NI). i Ha 1- U. 90 0.24

II) W'ndr Wi rh w f ,B, I" 0. 90 0. 21

This girrul,)w rnay not h, ri-q irtid

I l
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Table 5. 5. Calculated Flux Available at the Detector in the Three Wavelength

Intervals Using a 1400 'K Graybody Source.

Channel Mean Band- Spectral Instrument Flux
No. Wavelength width Radiance Trans- at detector

XA X at X 2 mission (W)
(microns) (microns) (W/cm m. ster) (M Watts)

1 1 0.1 0.417 0.21 41

2 3.5 1.0 1.275 0.21 1240

3 10 4.0 0.0664 0.21 259
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It can be concluded on the basis of a comparison of required and

predicted flux levels that the average power requirements may be net in the

case of the 1 micron and the 3-4 micron channels but not for the 8-12 micron

channel. The therinal power falls short by a factor of 1. 8 for the tatter

channel.

The failure to achieve the necessary thermal power in Channel 3

introduces a 36 percent error into the measurement of (Y at the extreme limit
-1

of a (i.e. .0015 km ) instead of the required 20 percent error.

Changes in the instrument design in order to achi(,ve a 20 percent

accuracy at the extreme limit for Channel 3 are considered impractical. Gross

changes in the instrument design would have to be effected. For example, a

graybody source temperature of 2100 "K could give the necessary thermal

power, or an improved relative aperture of f/l. 5 vs f/2. 0 could also result

in the necessary increase in power. But either of these options has size,

weight or electrical power implications which should be avoided. Increasing

the measurement time for Channel 3 by a factor of 3 could achieve the desired

accuracy but would result in a violation of the requirement for performing

the measurements in all three channels within a 15 minute time period.

5. 4 Critical Components

if the performance goals of the extinctiometer are to be reached

then particular attention must be given to those components and feat,,res of

the instrument which are the limiting technological factors toward achieving

those goals. We list here six areas where we believe that the specifications

must be especially demanding, in some instances bordering on the state-Of-

the -art:

()ptical Sy.tstn I )esign

(;raybody Source

Primary Detector and Amplifiers

1 13
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Reflective Chopper Wheel

Filter Wheel Assembly

Air Filter System

Each of these critical areas is discussed in Appendix B. In

some instances detailed specifications of the components are provided. In

the case of the Air Filter System an independent error analysis was required

to determine how the measurements would be effected if the air filtering

process were to change the amount of water vapor in the reference beam

from the amount present in the ambient-air-sample beam. The results of

that investigation are given in Appendix C.
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APPENDIX A.

2. TECHNICAL APPROACH

2. 1 The aerosol parameters used here to quantify the requirements

of the Solicitation have been derived using "Models of the Atmospheric

Aerosols and their Optical Properties" by E. P. Shettle and Robert W.
(A 1)

Fenn. We have searched for a solution of the stated problem in the 8-12ptm

region of the spectrum believing this to be the most difficult. We have

found an interesting possible solution for the 8-12pnm region which seems

to survive tests in the 3-5,pm and the 1pm region. In addition, there seems

to be some promise that the solution can meet the more stringent require-

ments imposed by battlefield conditions.

2.2 Here, then, in the Technical Approach, we outline a particular

solution which meets analytic test but may challenge engineering state-

of-the-art. What follows is a discussion of a specialized transmissometer.

2. 3 The worst case is represented by the tropospheric model (char-

acteristic of 5 km altitude) and visibility of 50 ki. At 10. 6pm this predicts

an aerosol extinction coefficient, a, of about 1. 5 x 10 km . Accuracy

of 20 implies an ability to measure to values of a corresponding to

-4 -l3 x 10 km . The transmissometer to be described may have a measuring

path of 0. 5 meters, or optical depths of 7. 5 x 10 . T'he accurace require-

ment implies an ability to read optical depth difference of 1. 5 x 10-7

2.4 In discussions at Air Force Geophysical Laboratory on October

13, 1978 Vernon Turner, of that organization, addressed the problem of

measuring aerosol extinction per se and described a possible measurement

system of invariant geometrical parameters in which the path length through

the aerosols in question could be varied. Honoring his concept but, we

believe, making more practical the design principles involved, we have

developed the following measurement plans:

A2
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2.4. 1 The aerosol transmissometer involves two similar but

not necessarily identical light paths, one through the ambient air and

the other through ambient air from which the aerosols have been filtered.

The container for the filtered air has open ends (as opposed to windowed)

Figure A. 1 is a sketch of such a transmissometer. At the top of the figure

the first of two measuring positions is shown. In this position reasonably

parallel light from the source is alternately directed along path A, through

the filtered air container, or path B, through ambient air. Mirrors direct

the light in the two paths to a beam-splitter so located that one-half of

the light in both paths proceeds in the direction of beam A to the signal

detector and one-half of the light in both paths goes in the direction of beam

B to the monitor. The signal detector and its circuits are designed to

measure the magnitude of the modulation of the incident radiation and the

monitor is used to measure the magnitude of the carrier.

2.4.2 If P is the power projected by the light source then, in the

absence of aerosol extinction, some fraction a would arrive at the detector

via path A and some fraction 3 would arrive via B. If L is the length of

the open ended container and a is the aerosol extinction coefficient then

the peak to peak modulation S 1 is given by

-cI,
Si = aP - tPoe (I)

When the container is moved to Position 2, as shown at the bottom of

Figure 1 the peak to peak modulation S2 is given by

S 2  uPoe -l P (2)
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It is assumed here that synchronous rectification is used in the modulation

detector so that the signs (+ or -) of S I and S2 are preserved. Now

-aL
S S = (a + 3) Poe -Po(a+b (3)

If a good beam splitter is used (reflection equals transmission at 450

incidence) then the monitor signal M is

N1l = P o 2 (4)

except for a correction of e in one or the other beam. Since

1-e < I0 for all cases of interest this correction may be neglected

and

-al SI - S2

2M

,or SI _$

o - 2 LM (5)

2. 5 We consider this to be a significant result in that values of

1-e = 10- 6 or so can be measured with reasonable (± 20 1) accuracy

even though source power, monitor detector sensitivity and signal detector

sensitivity all wander between measurement sequences as much as t 5 5-

or so. In addition the optical efficiencies of path A and path B need not be

known and can change from one set up to another or, indeed, from one

measurement sequence to the next, without introducing errors in the values

obtained of rL.
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1. OBJECTIVES

1. 1 Quantity to be Measured

This is an engineering design specification for a prototype

! instrument which will measure tihe extinction coefficient of atmospheric

aerosols in three infrared spectral regions. The quantity to be ineasured,

i.e. the aerosol extinction coefficient, is definied here as the suni of the scattering

and absorption coefficients of anl)ient atmospheric aerosols.

1.2 Range of Measurement Parameters

The instrument shall measure the ambient aerosol extinction

coefficient under the following range of conditions:

Visibility Range: Fog conditions to 50 ki.

Altitude Range: Ground level to 5 kin.

Time of Measurement: All hours, all seasons.

Location: All outdoor environments.

Ambient Temperature Range: -251C to +50-C

Spectral Regions: 1p4, 3 - 4 p and 8-12ju.

1. 3 Performance Criteria

The instrument shall be designed and fabricated to meet the

following pertormance criteria:

Accuracy: The extinction coefficient shall be measured

to an accuracy of + 20 percent.

B1
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Sample late ()ne set of in easur<elit.nts shall h(. p!ad, in

the three spectral regions within a 15 minute period.

Sample Volune: The samp pi voluif. shall be largo, 4enough

to give a reprt-senrtative signal f'n, all aerosol particles

present in the anmbietnt alnosphier. oer lit. sample tini,.

period including thob( of Hit- largest size ot importanc-

at all wavelengths. The arosol sample noust he, Iete

undisturbed by the instrument or anY of its conponents

and the sample volunie must he left open to the atmoosphere.

Reliability: The instruroent will btw operated uriatte nded for

long periods of time'. It should not require frequent operator

attendance for eith*r calibration, perfornanee of mtiasure'm,.nts,

repair or servicing.

Size and Weight: Th( size and weight should he kept to the

minimum possible consistent with the accuracy and reliability

requirements. Attention should be given in the design to the

portability of the instrument for moving it between station

locations.
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2. O)IF:,iI'TI)N (1' INST UIMNT

2.1 leasutretictt Ttchnique

lhe basis of the neasurernent technique is the use of a double-

b.ain tilt( r.d radiiitter withD a sample volume residing in one beam and a

rcfeetnt volum,, in the othe. r becam. Infrared radiation, provided by a

high-tellnptrature gray-body source, is alte rnately sent by a reflective

choppe r down one or- the other of the two paths t U a pyroelectric detector.

Suitable wavelength isolation tilters define the spectral regions of the

rue asu reinenil

IDUrinIg ont half of the measure ment period that is devoted to

a given wavelength interval the air in one path is filtered to remove all

ambient aerosols while the other path remains exposed to the prevaling

atmospheric conditions. During the other half of the same measurement

period the conditions in the paths are reversed. The process is then

repea ¢ ( for each of the ren,,ai.ning bandwidth isolating filters.

The passage of radiation along paths which are not optically

equivalent (i.e. due to slight differences in reflections and transmissions

from the optical components) implies that the flux arriving at the detector

differs for each of the two paths. If the paths are assigned the labels A & B

then the flux arriving at the detector from the two paths is symbolized by

X and %, in the absence of ambient aerosols. The pyroelectric detector

responds oaly to changes in flux levels hence it measures only the difference

in the two flu>- levels \ and 0B"

When ambient aerosols are introduced into the sample volume

of beam A, and the air in the sample volume of beam B is filtered to remove

the aerosols, a signal voltage S 1 is produced by the pyroelectric detector

which is given by

S 1  = "( Ta - l-) 2.1
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Whert, R is the rt.sponsivity (")I' I d-I'Ct~l' aUrd T iS 1t1W trariSMn ttU1W' Wl

the aerosols in the sam pl, v{oluni of path A. Sinilarl v wh( .ri h ai!ibht. rii

atmosphere is introduced into the sam pie VOlul( I' path It and the air in

the sample volume of path A is filtered the signal S. produccd by the

pyroelectric detector is given by

sA2 a A

An independent detector is used 1o monitor the avtagt power

in the two beams. This signal NI is given b.

M R2', (6 + 4i )/2
2. :3

where R' is the responsivity of the beani monitor detector.

Assuming that the amplifier gains of the two systems are adjusted

to compensate for unequal responsivities of the two detectors the following

signal treatment can be performed.

$2 - S 1 OA - 1tBTa' ( 'ATa 013)
M A+ ( 3I2

A 2.4

= 2(1 - T )
a

Attenuation of radiation in the beams die to the aerosols is very

small so that the transmission of the aerosols may be expressed as

T 1aL = 1 ,- 2.5a
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2. 2 Principal Features of the Instrument

2. 2. 1 O~ptical Layout

A scemnatic diagram of the optical s vsteni housed within the

iflstrulike11 is shown ill Figurt, B2. 1. The pc'rfornance objectives require

a Iiighli eivffic it-rnt opt ical s vs tem cover ing il( i~w3Vt1i-flgth reVgion from I to

12 i-iicirollsi. Mlirror optics arte essential to achiieving that goal. (oii)Llt~ d

with Ohw nced for higrh ciii~yis tht- nwe' for tOe mraximni I1 il~~ih(t

relativt- apertur( . A relative aptr1tur-'t o' f/ 2 is helieved to 1-e ncalis'icallv

i hitevaflit and has hiti choscri as a df-signi goal tor Ihit opti(cal systemn

I'ransinitt ing optics ((-. g. win (10ws . Lttan, split tcrs and he am

,nfitr)mulst he helId to A iiliui~l if'tencsry tttijtl, is tr,

;ttn. .u ( iHwratittove the wavt.1engili range Frtii I to, 12 fl1iM ) rohilcits

is, (t't r ans li is.,;ion (ulhnfetnitit coat Ifnlgs mo cc, i-alI(( ct i pt~it s, hrans -

It Iin t p tt') wilt Jll m ost Ins aITllc -.s , st t9 i1 ,, I. I'i 1'c .~ cn l
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principal rayvs from~ the t-enters of the two mlhirrors 113 andc P'-1 bconie.

axial raYs allowing P5 to I'ormi comtincidnt imiages of the_ two apertu re

s tops P~4 and P 5 at image point F'. A second (e11ipt ic al m irror 1,:2 1. h( n

reiniages the image point J, onto the pvroelectric det ectov. FTc-rtat

aperiir 01 a-b hbnd'14 of radiation reaching the detector is FI 2 and t-

geoi-iiet ric im age is a civreh 2 niimPnete vs inl Ii am 0(r.

Redunin4, the sc'pmration betwe-en beams with tmNi-ror's 2c12 -

M5 permlits the ust. (f a single field mirror Pl-- and permits the us(- ot

a sinqyle filt.r whel o(r tLoth beams. The filter helis located irninediatelv

af~ter m irrors Mi3 and '.\1 in radiation hund b-s h aving minim am am ounts of

Iour WindO~Ws WX1 -W4 art. nec('ssar'\ to pro vi de ii vi ronmental

prT'ter' :()I th" o)pt ical and I 1('(''t'onic (OijJpil('nIi Shtoused( in the I rans -

nuttlini- andl I't'( t-lvirg c-iclosuires. The windows must t ranistit radiation from

I to 12 nitrmns ar id he .apabhle (of withlst andiriV t-tvi rotmwnta e (ffects for a

resn~tvlong pI-rnod o1 Uinl( bet'orc- resnirfacicg or- lreplacing. /w Se has bee(n

-01-d a~ thet n1,1oittial most suitable for fulfilling thiese two r'equiilenfts.

2 . '2. 2 1 )ctccotors

1-I', prir uirv (et~or is oI tljc' Irlcti jp hlaving a 3

rc~~~lluirnc-tc-rTilt Iim-dus-sng-caet I-(it(-c!-r is boliscJ in an enclosure

Wltl(Ilj is sa-hWitt" a k I winchd'W Iltoi- tn ail- Motion ar-ound tK- dletector.

V -I-lt'also) has 1a1 Ft Win~dow TO ILrtII relin ai Ioti f ronm

r-;whing~ th- sensingy t-t-nit-nt. Thbe d(Ittttor is iiiomntedi insiclt tlin- det(ector

!tin ai niarnni- whieci will cnu/-thfIti-nal ( olivc- io~n and -oniductioni,

;* , ( c1),s it irch \'ibr'atiotl isc)Itlmct aii TIIics'chc11 nccinlnl -l protection.

I t, I(iii qtl t ill(i (IT c(w till jmr-c-ar-v cdt-i c-icr is ,ssrentlialll-

I -.:u iai~cc-ht ahiatirn. 'Ic-sl igt hl 0-ic-Tc-cs inl th- t ranismttanc-



of optical components in lath A vs Path B plus the very small attenuation

clue to the aerosols present in one beam or the other create small radiation

imbalances at the frequency of the chopper. The signal treatment (see

Section 2. 1) provides f,)r extraction of the aerosol extinction coefficient from the

small difference voltage signals created by the radiation imbalance at the

primary detector.

A second pyroelectric detector is utilized to monitor source

power. An ideal location for monitoring the average power in both beams

might seem to be at the end of the optical train using a beam splitter to

extract a fraction of the total power and either a thermopile or thermistor

bolometer to perform the ave rag,, power nlcasurem ent in each of the three

wav length int(rvals. An averagc power dt(t ctor at this location would,how-

tVw i, hare (,) po riforn a IDC n1easUr-ne, nt and hence b, (xtreriely susceptible

t(, am li(nt t emperalure, drifts and changes in the ambient radiation levels entering

through Windows W3 and W4. An appropriate compromise location is in

the transmitter enclosure monitoring the average power in Beam B. A

measurement of the average power in one beam suffices to determine

exactly one-half the average power in both beams since the power in each

beam is closely balanced. The accuracy required for the monitoring of

the source power is not stringent hence some liberties may be taken with

this measurement.

Only a fraction of the power in Beam B is required for the

monitoring of source power. A pick-off mirror is used to extract approxi-

mately one percent of the radiation in Beam B. A mirror (or possibly a

Lens) is used to image the radiation onto the sensing element of the pyro-

electric detector. The precautions previously indicated to prevent the

generation of spuirious signals and to eliminate noise sources within the

primary dete,.tor housing also apply to the source monitor detector.

A separate three position filter wheel must be utilized with the
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SOLIut ree muni tor SySt('11 if' It is I1 act ,d at ti s locat ion. The wave n gtki

isolation rilteivs should be a c lost riatch to thos( - (1 in 1th(t 1t im a ry iIt

wheel. The two filte i' wheels are always moved in tarid In, li-eer separately

contr-olled.

A possible (and mu ye attr-actij e) location for- tht son ret rnonilo(r-

system is in Ream 13 in rnediatt 1 y aft-r- Owli pr-imary fitrwheelt. This

location would eloti niate the need for, a second lte r wfwi 1. 1 lowev' r, a

pr~otrusion into the beam at this location could cr-eate false signals. R3adiation

that is reflected back toward the sour-ce fr-om the window of the detector

enclosure, the detector window and tr-)m the sensing element of thle detector

can be scatter-ed from the retar of thc pick -off mirror and find its way back

to the sensor. In this manner radliation Irmi Beam- A can appe-ar- in Beam- B1

even when Beam B is futllv occulIte(d, (()hvious Iv, the pimary filite r wheel,

and all ZnSe windows umust he tite(d a slight amnt11 to pre vent. this retrcJ -

refected signal fr-om being reuintr-oduIce.d back onto the pr cm arv detector).

2. 2. 3 Chopper Wheel

\Ianv of the design feato res incoirporate d into thi instr-ument

are( critical to its proper, opeiration. 1Perhaps none is more( ctritical than

the- pe rto rmance ot the chopper wheel. In all situations except heavy fog the

re(sidual unbal anci in the wo be ams can ht idu to the minimum permitted

by the p rformance of the chopper wheel. A maximum of 0. 1 pe~rcent r-adiant

power ini balance between the two beams is vital to achieving the performance

obhjective of the, instrumnent as outlined in this decsign specification. If a

maximn-i im balance of 0. 1 percent is not achie ved the performance objectives

cannot be nmet without serious modification to the i nstr'uie nt design.

A pyroel ertvic detector- senses anyv changes in the radiant power



incident on it. It th ,t'tfo cc is not a S LiOicit nrt condition for a 'balance'

that equal amounts or n,r'gy arrive at th,. d c I tI' during each half of

a chop cycle. If the, rate at whichi the equal amiounts of -nergy arrive

were to change in any way (hiurind theC cycle a signal will be induced. Vurthe r,

a difference in position of tht, two images on the sensing clement causes

an imbalance signal to occiir si rwc th, radiation is alternating between the

'I Vt c atlis.

Imbalance signals can thus be, introduced by th( chopper wheel in many

ways: misalignment of the optical beams, non-parallel chopper blades, non-

uniform reflectance to the chopper blades, etc. The most serious of all

imbalance signals is created by flux lost to either or both beams because

of imperfections and roll-off at the edges of the chopper blades. Roll -off

and imucrftctions must be held to the minimum possible. Stite-of-the-art

knife edges must be specified for tlh.c chopper blades. A high degrec of

flatness and uniformity of surface quality for each of tIc- blades must also be

achieved. T-erances on the chopper wheel huh, the hub seat, driv, shaft

and bearings must be exacting.

The instrument design outlined herein makes an allowance for

the possibility that a significantly better balance may be achieved with one

blade over thi, other of a two-blade chopper. Signals from one or the other

of the two blades may be processed independently to derive the extinction

coefficient. Ii comparable balances are achieved with both blades then the

data processing can proceed with both sets of data and achieve the same

accuracy in half the time required if data from only one blade is used.

The, ability to selct the data acquired from one chopper blade

or the other requiros that the blades be coded in such a manner that an

interrupter or reflecting sensor can distinguish between the two blades.

Position of the chopper wheel in the optical train is also a

critical matt(.i', P(-rtf, knife- edge blades are not physically realizable.
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lIence, it is important that the (ross-.r.ctio! ol ihr, beain to be (hopped be

as large as possible at the point of chopping. Chopping at a focal point is

the least desirable situation. However, chopping at the largest possible

beam diameter would require an inordinately large chopper wheel. The

present design compromises between th.se t wo ,xtremes by (:hopping at

a point displaced several centimeters h( a focal point in a divergent

bundle of radiation.

The chopper wheel is located Las ciesl, to th( source as possible

so that only source radiation is chopp(ed. If th. choppr wr,, located near

the detector chopped ambient radiation would h(e indistinguishable from the

source radiation.

2.2.4 Beam Balance System_

Differences in transrnis. iln 1,tw (- t ., !w,, must he

compensated if a balance. W't 0. 1 , ()1. , d.

A small polished ste.?l rod on ih,, ,rid (of a -,, ,jwr-n.( tor-dr'iv,,n :,iicrometer

sc'ew is used to achieve the balanc(. Thf. dian,.t, r and l](nth of penetration

of the rod must be determined Dy ,.xprrim,,nt during fahri,.ation of the

instrument.

The optimum balance for one wavelength interval may not be

the optimum for another wav(lhngth interval. 1hence, prior to the measure-

ment period allotted to each wavelength interval the instrument must auto-

matically adjust its balance for that particular wavelength interval.

Furthermore, because the filter wheel may not seat in precisely

the same position each time, and because source temperature changes can

change the spectral characteristics of the radiation, it is necessary that

the instrument perform its automatic balancing function each time the filter

wheel is moved to a new position.

B12
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2. 2. 5 Graytody Source

Laboratory experiments have demonstrated that when D. C.

radiation from a true blackbody source is incident on a pyroelectric

detector the noise voltage at the output of the detector is increased above

that of the detector with no radiation on it for certain frequencies and

flux levels. A chopping frequency of 34 l z has been selected as the best

compromise for minimizing sour,-e-induced noise components for the in-

strument.

Ribbon-filament tungsten lamps were demonstrated to produce

prohibitive amounts of source-induced noise. A IheNe lasr also gave, a prohi-

bitive amount of source noise. An alternative instrumcnt design which would

utilize two radiatiun soirce&s, on(! being a tungsten lamp, to produce, greater

amounts of radiation at the 1 micron wavelength was therefore ruled out.

The assumption has been made in this design specification,

without verification, that a graybody source (e. g. a globar or ceramic rod)

operating ',t 1400 "K will produce no greater noise than a blackbody operating

at that same temperature.

In keeping with the reliability and size and weight constraints

on the instrument a large blackhody with attendant problems of large electrical

power demands and heat dissipation problems has been avoided in the design.

Small blackbody cavities are virtually eliminated as candidate sources because

of their limitekd apertures and constrained fields -of-view.

The source must be housed in an enclosure to prevent rapid

changes in source tempe'rature due to air motion around the source. A

window may be required on the enclosure if experience shows that an enclosure

(with a necessary wide aperture) is not sufficient to reduce the rapid changes

in temperature.

13 1:
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The sour ce is imaged on a field-stop by relay optics. This

t,,aturce is essential to restrict the area of the source which contributes

to the radiation and to elimlinate all contaminant radiation (e. g. from the

source supports and the source enclosure).

2. 2. 6 Air Filter System

Two possible air filt(r systems musl t)e invstigated in the

course of the engineering design. These are: (1) The Electrostatic Fonce,

and (2) The. Alternating Cylinder.

An electrostatic fence is constructed of coarse wire screening

with needles attached at periodic intervals. A high voltage ( -12, 000 volts,

with non-lethal current capacity) is applied to the fence to create a corona

discharge. The resultant lccl ronic clarge transfer proc(sses result in a

charge being deposit .d or aty partichs trying to pe .netrate the fence; and he

particles are then r'ep(,lced by li(, fence. ([rcfe rticce: S. A. ilocnig, Applied

Optics; Vol. 19, No. 5; 1 \la'ch 1980). It is c(oiinded by loenig that a

cylindrical electrostati, 1*encc surroundiiug a sarmple volno' 50 ce.ntinn t, ',rs

long should excludt, all dust, aerosol or fog particb,.s, of the si/te ()f iit(erest

in the e-xtinctiomneter, in a matter of seconds.

If the electrostatic fence approach proves feasible the air

filtering process should prove to be uncomplicated Ihecuus( there would hx

no moving parts. Two cylindrical fences would be used, one surrounding

each of the sample volumes which are e'xposed to ambient air. [,'irl 'irin of

the air in one path or tihe other is then accomplished by simply>' turning on

one fence or the other. Roth fences can be turned on for self-calibration

of the instrument. A very-wide -mesh screen would surround the entire

sampling area to prevent inquisitive persons from receiving the ii;ild shock

that would result from tmiching a live screen.
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TIhe cl('trostatie fen(.(, approach fol 1r filt(ring .he air. can uId

be utilized if its potential problens arc risolvd. TlI. pol. ir ilial pr(ohd-I .ls

which have been recognized are as follows:

(a) Ozone and dinier nolecule.s are cr'eat(d hl riii(.tiIhi

recoruhination processes art,, I)Onhl)ardinti(t of air 11t,,), ,tilt.s

by electrons. The infrared absorption hy thesc inot c"I 's

could pe rturb the m easur ( ,i i t of a. rosol extin.li (i Ii '('aL '

the rnolecular absorption would atit( rlatc the heai i p assil' g

through only the filtered air the rehy inducing an in bA ar ru

signal.

(b Flectrostatic, rences will not uinctio)n p ropi rly wilnr

wind vlocities exceed 15-183 mph.

(c) Corona discharge fromn the clectrostatic i'.n'cs c(oul(

result in EMI pick-up in the detector/aiiplifier (electrorl o s.

Each of these three problem areas must be dealt with in th(

engineerinig design of the instrument. lossible approaches arc as tollows:

(1) Hoenig states that the production of ozone (an be reduced significantly

by using a pulsed power supply to energize the fence, (2) At a giv(n stage

in the development of the instrument a mock-up using actual components

could be used to test the electrostatic fence filtering approach, (3) At

high wind velocities a wind baffling system could be used to slow the air

motion prior to entering the sampling volumes. A properly designed

baffling system must include isokinetic ai' flow design principles, (4) 'lhe

use of insulating stand-offs for the electroistatic fences and good EMI

shielding practice should prevent H'NMl pick-up by the detector! aroplifier

electronics.
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it ili. i I, .ctrostatic tene approach should prove to be. ilcoill -

pat ihl( with h1i4 (Xt ilc t oni tV design the( Alterniat ing Cylirnde r appraoch

must, ht- use-d to achi-v, filtered air for 1.ie, reference beam. Although

this approach at fi rst. glance seemns straightforward it is not without

problems. its greatest drawback is the complications it adds to the instru -I menrt: (1) anl etticjent svst em for- flte ring aerosols having diameters greater

hanl 0. 1 miceron must be adJdedi to the inst lument, (2) a cylinder for containing

the( filte red air imust s~urroundi the, refe rence beam , and (3) when the reference

be ami is changed fr mi path 11 to pail A or- vice ve-rsa, the cylinder nmunst he

made to move from the one l oc ationi to () l otlie r without loss of the filte red

air flo)ss of the file red air woul hi cqui ri repu rging of the c yli nde r with filte red

air aind the addif io: of a s igniflicant tim( -delay before the meausu remeni s

canl proceed)

Several problems att 'nidanit to tl-c alternating cylinder approacl.

have been recogn ized and must hc treated in the en gin c ring design of the

instrument: (1) thie wall of' Ow~ cylinde r offers a means For introducing stray

('ho)ped - ad iation into (ti(, cc frenc be-am whi e h could serious l' impair the(

nioasiri ct siricc it introduices in imbalance signal which does niot cancel

out (in the ( l( et os tat i I' Pnec approach the( two fi nec(s are stationary and

alv eff'cts (1m, to iel ece ' or scattered radiation cancel out in the final

ron pitat ion), (2) the (vi ~ind Ie caniot he scaled by wi ndows at its ends since

its I ratisnuissiori Is requi r('( to he 100 percenlt, (3) the lips of the cylinder

111i1-t provide a cir ceineri tial smuill air leak where they approach the

houisings of I))( I rarsmittiiig arnd 1le(' iviiig sctions of the, instrument. (This

citit r.olled air- leak will pivetl mYn aeo.sols and] d]lst froom entering the

cyliner :uid will requiire a Idighil posilivc pressirie 'if air fromi the air Filtering

SvShtc1 Il n (I) the "lit, Iilh'cing proce~ss must not chiange thec water vapor

rolilcnl ()f Ill( filtere-d :Ii it in fu ref'ere lice volimiu trorn that of the ambienit

;fir int) ill SmiqI p1 voiulii 1ev ilo0 Hum tlai a illiiio Sc i performance

o)hg'civt' oii at-ruil-ru\W 4)1wi iciuriii
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T'. last proldem mn1.ti oned fia.; grecatest implications for the

8-12 m ctvoit chaneinc, whin e thc infraied wal r-vapor continuuni-absorptions

is seve :e si. Ar error aralysis o the effectis of water-vapor continuum-

absorption on a tineastuiremni(fnt at 10 inicirO-ls i'(taelhi d th(. conclusions

outlined below.

A model ati u)spher(e for' a mid-latitu d, Stimimer was assumed,

with: 'F = 294 K, a relative humidity of 76 p) reent and a barometric

pressure of 1013 rmb. Tie water vapor' Collti riLum absorption coefficient
-!

vas tak en to 1, 0. 23 km at a wa 'el :igth of 10. 6 miicrons, The meteoro-

logical cxpression I'or the watir vapor dcnsity Pv of' m(ist air is

V ( ( ) (2.10)

where: r mixing ratio of water vapor to dry air.

--- ratio of molecular weight of water vapor

to that of dry air,

I z barometric pressure

T al)solute temperature

R gas constant for dry air.

A;n. (-ch ange in 11, T or r produces essentially a linear change

il 0 . An error analysis using E'quation 2. 10 can be us(d to arrive at the

pe rnmissahl( :amount of di ffe rent, in any of these three quantities between

tih( san,ple anl rterence olunm(,s.

Assuring that the full error budget of 20 percent for measurement

of the aerosol cxtin tifon coeffiei en! is griven to the air" filtering process

the maximuinm allowabl, diftcretwre in pressure, temperature or mixing

ratio between 'lie sample arnd re,, rence volumne for various values of the

atnttm sphri' ae.rosol ,xl iriltion c( fl'ici(,nt is as follows:

1117
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Aerosol ixtinction Maxiniurn Allowable
('oefficient (10p) IJif*1e l.r(,n ' ill I , T or r

o (km 1) 5i A°I' Ar

P T ' r

0.0015 0.0013

0.003 0.002(3

0.01 0. 0078

0.03 0. 02(3

0. 10 0. 086

The difference, values quot,. 1 in the table are for any one of the

three atmospheric parameters assuming no change in the other two.

If there are changes in all threc parameters, then the allowable

difference is a limit on the linear suM off all three changes in relative

values.

The requirements placed on the air filtering process by the

above analysis are severe. Obviously the full error budget cannot be

given to the air filtering process. It' the Alternating Cylinder approach

must be used, and if the above design constraints cannot be net therc

may arise situations where the 8-12 micron measuremer, is

perturbed by the effects of water vapor continuum absorption.

2. 2. 7 Instrument Calibration

If the instrument somehow utilized the same detector to

measure the imbalance signals S 1 and S 2 and also the average power AI,

no calibration would be required. The use of two detectors, having

different responses, amplifiers, etc. implies that a calibration must be

performed. The calibration is here assumed to be an operation performed

on the measured value M' of the av(-rage power which is a small fraction

ot the av,'-rage power M incident on the primary detector, i.e.
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= (2. 11)

)uring th, calibralion a known a )Jr t (if of at,.nuatiori

(: I, is pli'(d first in ()11t- )e)atl ald tht thte othht . rl',cw ssing

the r sultant data gi\t.s hw calibrationi oistalit tot- til. instrutint

If el,(ctrostatic femncs are used for obtaining filtered air the

calibration may be performned periodically during the normal operation

of the instrument. Both fences may bei turned on and a fine wire

(0. 001 inch diameter or less) automatically inserted across one beam

and then the other. The attenuatioti of the bt-am by the fine wire is

determined by the ratio of the geometric area of the beam excluded by

the wire to the cross-sectional area of the beam at the point of insertion

of the wire.

If the Alternating Cylinder nmethod for filturing air is employed

the instrument calibration becomes more involved. The calibration

constant imust be determined by use of two cylinders containing gases

of known extinction (or absorption properties) which are interchanged

between the two beams.

In this latter situation the fine wires may be used to periodically

monitor any changes in the calibration constant of the instrument. The

monitoring of the calibration constant in this manner is only reliable

when the ambient aerosol extinction is a small fraction of the extinction

provided by the fine wire. In fog situations, for example, a reference

chock on Ow,, clibration ('onstalnt by this fechnique would not be possible.
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2 . 2. 8 (o~1 1 ,ci r t l i )tr i I iI\1I t ) II I I I I Li

I'he I riStri tl I 'tI IS f' rtj IIzV J -tt ' ) l'l I Ih( at r( s xI I' (l oti

ot ffi 'it'tt nmea t ic s u-t i i i %,kt i a widk lc angt tf o it iatio 1l. art r I ivi l lments

(Section 1.2).

In c'ta r- in tinvironnients (c. g. rain, s icti, jail, and snrow) tht,

instrUt nt cannot be expe, cted to perform prope tly unless ad.quatt, cOvers

or a shelter is provided. (Coverings or a shtelter howe vr p t w the aibient

aerosol content. A det,. rm ination has yet to be nade whethf.r protection

from severe weather will he made, and it' so what t'orn it will take., or if

the instrument will be considnered non-operational under such conditions.

This determination will be made by AFI(I. at the ouLts't of the prograill and

the engineering design will incorporate any teatures which are. ne 'essary to

implement that decision.

It is essential that the air flowing through the sample volume

be truly representative of the ambient air. Aerosols may be lost from

the sampled air because of non-isokinetic air flow around the instrument.

The optimum instrument orientation to prevent non-isokinetic air flow through

the sample volume would appear to have the two beams passing horizontally

between the source and receiver sections of the instrument with the beams

always normal to the direction of the pre vailing wind.
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This equation Xxp cV(seS the rlati ve erivor d,nland pla ced on

the m,:asurment of S (i . AS 1 15 ) in terios of the relative errors

in the nicasurcmcnt of S 2 and M, and the relative error requirement

placed on o by the pterformance objectives. But the- signal S1 a:d S 2
are almost iden .ical ', strength so that Equation 3. 1 can be rewritten as

2 2 1/2AS AM a~ 1/2) (3. 2)

where for convenience, S, is substituted for either S or S 2 .

Because most of the signal strength of S 1 or S 2 arises

from imbalance due to the chopper wheel the bracketed term (M/S) can

be viewed as a statement of the residual irobalance resulting from the

chopper. The present design specifications require the imbalance to

-3be 10 or better, so that M/S > 10

The performance objectives require that a be measured to

an accuracy of 20 percent (i.e. AY/u = 0. 2). A reasonable accuracy

requirement for the measurement of the average power M is 5 percent.

An examination of Equatioi 3. 2 then indicates that the error term

(A M/M) can be neglected with respect to (Au/o).

If the sample pathlength , - 50 centimeters, Equation 3.2

now reduces to the reciprocal of the signal-to-noise ratio

'S ____ - x 10~4  ((m -1) (3.3)

A fundamental limitation placed on the measurement of either

S or S 2 is the combined noise power of' the pyroelectric detector and

the grayhody source. Assuming that the noise poe r of the source can

B 2:3
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be Ce ,.O.., o a value below tlc NE 'b of the (et(.ctor ani substituting

NE'P for i i Equation :3. 3 gives as a mirinum nt 'quir(in nt for S

-4
10 NEtP

S (3.4)
*2 a -(c-1l

3
But NI/S > 10 ; theref ore, we also have as a r,.quiren,( r nt foi

the average thermal power on the detector

-1
10 NEP'
1 > (3. 5)

%-O (cm - )

The average power M incident on the pyroelectric d(tector is

given by

M = B(3.6)
2

But *A ; thus Al - wher'
A BT

7rAd (M 13 A To ()
€(A) = 2(3 .7)

[1 + 4 (f/n)
2

In Equation 3. 7 13 is the average source radiance over the

spectral bandwidth A A, f(A) is the spectral (,missivilv 'W" the

source, TO (A) is the Ir'ansmittance of the opt ical system, Ad is the

effective area of the deteclor and f/n is the rl~tiv, apt IILnrc of the

optical system. The throughpul I," the oplical svstc't ,JK( ).,'an of coulrs,

he written as
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7rA V (,A)

in which ease Equation :3. 7 c-an bei expressiil as

13A

The pertinent design paraniete vs for, the instrumrent spe-cified

herein are listed in Table B3. 2. Given these parameters, it may be

concluded that the avi r'ag, powi r' requ ireni n ts for e ach channel,

as s pee ilie d by 1 qu at ion .3. 5, ii ay h(- iet iii the ce of the 1 mic ron

and the. 3-4 mtic ron channiels ltit riot f'or the 8-12 miicroni channel. The

lierizait pmviet tails shoi rt l)., a ;aeti- i rf 1. 8 for t he latter ch annel.

The, taillire to ;lchieve-( the iwc1(5 ssary thermial power int) lannel :3

int r'oduce(s a 36 h per-cnt erTror irito~ the measuiremeont of (T at the extremee

limit of jT(i.e. . 0015 kmn ) instead of the re-quired 20 percent error.

Changes in the inst runment design in order to achieve a 20 percent

accuracy at the extremec limit. for Channel 3 are considered impractical.

Gross chfanges in the instrument design would have to be effected. For

example. a graybody source temperature of 2100 'K could give, the

necessary thermnal power, or anl improved relative aperture of f/i1. 5

vs fl 2, 0 could also result in the necessary increase in power. But

e itbe r of these options has size, weight or electrical power implications

which should he avoided. lincreasinig the measurement time for Channel 3

bY a factlii of :' ciu hI ac hi ye ni he dsired accu rae v but would result in a

violationi of, lbch'ii inon for- pertorni ing the measurements in all three

cliniwis within a 15 'iiinute timec pe'riod.

1,'qtiatiotis :-. 2 anid 3. 7 place tfnndaii enital limitations onl many of

the ins' run ent parameters. These equations must therefore be viewed

as 11 hIt r'ad eo f equtations wh ent any e han gvs in iris t rumt ent parameters

a ff cling signal stiengtli and therm-al power are contemiplated.
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TABLE B3.2. Instrument Design Parameters.

GRAYBODY SOURCE:

Temperature ....... ............... 1400 OK

Emissivity (1-12 p) .. ........... .... 0.9

PYROELECTRIC DETECTOR

Diameter (Actual) ................ ... 3 mm

Diameter (Effective) .............. ... 2 mm

NEP (1-12 p; 34 Hz; 1 Hz) .... ........ 10 - 9 Watts/ F1 Z,

OPTICAL SYSTEM

Transmission (Each Beam) ....... .... 0.21

Relative Aperture ...... ............ f/2

CHOPPER WHEEL

Chopping Frequency .............. ... 34 Hz

Beam Imbalance ................. 10 - 3

MEASUREMENT TIME

A-Beam (Ambient); B-Beam (Reference).. 100 sec

A-Beam (Reference); B-Beam (Ambient) . .100 sec

OPTICAL BANDWIDTHS

Channel 1 ...... ................. ... 0.98 - 1.08p

Channel 2 .............. 3-4 p

Channel 3 ...... ................. 8-12

SAMPLE VOLUMES

Pathlength ..... ................. .. 50 cm
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4. 0 1E RATIONAL tFTNCTIMQ S AND CONTROLS

4.1 General

The operational functions and controls of the instrument as

described herein are based on the assumption that electrostatic fences

are employed to filter the ambient air. If the Alternating Cylinder

approach for filtering air is employed the functions and controls of the

instrument must be modified appropriately. It is also assumed that an

ensemble averaging over a 100 second time period is required for each S

and S2 measurement in order to achieve a 20 percent accuracy of measurement

for 3-.

A block diagram of the electronic control and data processing

functions is given in Figure B4. 1. A microcomputer is required to perform

all necessary sequencing of operations and to handle the data processing.

There are two modes for operating the instrument, manual and

automatic. In the manual mode the instrument is under full control of the

operator who may select any mode of operation within the capability of the function

selections of the control panel. In the automatic mode the instrument performs

a sequence of calibration and measurement cycles with the number of measure-

ment cycles per calibration cycle selectable within limits. Figure B4. 2. illus-

trates an example with the selection set at 3. The warm-up time is not

specified; it will depend mainly on the time for th. graybody source to come

up to temperature and must be empirically determined during the fabrication

of the instrument.

Each calibration or measurement cycle is allotted 15 minutes of

time. During that 15 minute period the instrument will cycle through the

three filters and perform measurements in each of the three channels; a total

of 5 minutes being devoted to each wavelength channel and the necessary

housekeeping functions whenever a filter change is made.
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In the automatic mode of operation the instrument will first

perform a calibration cycle followed by N measurement cy(les where N

may be any number from 1 to 19 selected at the discretion of the operator.

At the end of the N measurement cycles the instrument will perform another

calibration cycle, and so on.

4.2 Instrument Functions and Displays

The master panel for Function Select and the Display appropriate

to each function selected shall incorporate all features indicated in Table B4. 1.

The manual mode of operation permits the individual powering

of selected instrument components as indicated in the table. This feature

is essential when instrument servicing and repair is required. The manual

mode may also be used to perform a measurement at any one filter position.

If commanded to switch to another filter while that measurement is in progress,

or go to the automatic mode,the instrument will not do so until one of two

steps in the microcomputer program is reached which specifically inquire

into the status of the control panel. Once one of these program steps is

reached it will proceed to implement the new instruction, which has been held

in memory.

Table B4. 2 gives the requirement for display of data in process

at any given time. The particular wavelength channel is indicated by an

illuminated numeral. Whichever signal, i.e. S 1 or S 2 , is 1,,ing accumulated

in the ensemble averaging process is also displayed. The instantaneous

value of the data sample is displayed for each blade of the chopper. This latter

information is required as a diagnostic tool in gauging instrunu(' n performance

and in making decisions regarding the use of data from either or hoth

chopper blades. (In the manual mode this display can he utilized with the

BEAM BALANCE FIINCTION to determine 1he amount of inbalance duc to
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TABLE B4. 1. Control 1Panel Function Setect and Display.

FUNCTION SELECT DISPLAY

POWER: CN/C, FF Power: ON/OFF
Warm- 1 p - ON

MODE

MANUAL FUNCTICN ENABLE Manual Mode ON/OFF
AUTOMATIC Automatic Mode ON/CFF

CYCLE

DATA CYCLE Data Cycle - ON

CALIBRATE CYCLE Calibrate Cycle - ON

MANUAL COMMANDS

CHCPPER POWER ON/OFF Chopper - ON
SOURCE POWER ON/OFF Source - ON
FENCE POWER A ON/OFF Fence A - ON
VENCE POWER B ON/OFF Fence B - ON
CHANNEL SELECT 1,2,3 Channel Select 1,2,3
BEAM BAILANCE INC/DEC Beam Balance - INC/DEC

INSERT CALIBRATOR A Calibrator A - IN/OUT
INSERT CALIBRATOR B Calibrator B - IN/OUT
CHOPPER BLADE SELECT Blade - 1,2, 1 + 2

PRIMARY DETECTOR ON/OFF Primary Detector ON/OFF

SOURCE MCNITOR DETECTOR ON/OFF Monitor Detector ON/OFF
TAKE/ PRINT DATA (See Data Display Table 4.2)

DATE/TIME SET Date/Time Display

AUTOMATIC CYCLE OPTIONS*

CHANNEL 1,2,3 ,CYCLE Channel Position-i, 2, 3,Cycle
CHOPPER BLADE SELECT 1,2,1+2 Blade - 1,2, 1+2
DATA CYCLES PER CAL CYCLE 1-19 Data Cycles Per Cal Cycle

NOTE: See Figures 4. 2, 4. 3, and 4.4 for a description of automatic
sequence functions. I
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TABLE B4.2. Requirements for Display of Data in Process.

)ATA DISPLAY

CHANNEL IN PROCESS EW l
SIGNAL ACCUMULATING

PRESENT SAMPLE VALUE BLADE 1 BLADE 2

SAMPLE NC.

STORED VALUE Si 1±1

STORED VALUE S2
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each chopper blade). Other display features include the total number of

data samples which have been processed at that point in time for either

S 1 or S 2 . The stored value for the first of the two signals to be processed is

displayed for the full time that the second signal is accumulating. The

second signal is displayed for only a matter of seconds until the filter wheel

is cycled.

Information to be recorded for each channel on a line printer

is indicated in Table B4. 3. The requirements here are self-explanatory

and are not elaborated upon except in the case of the standard deviation.

The standard deviation of the u-measurements may be used as a diagnostic

tool for gauging deteriorating instrument performance over a long period

of time and for rejecting individual sets of measurements because of spurious

signals (e. g. insects flying through one or the other of the two sample

vol,,mes).

4. 3 Instrument Cycles

There are two types of instrument cycles, calibration and

measurement. The first of these initiates a sequence of operations which

performs a self calibration on both the A and B branch of the optical system

for each of the three channels. This is accomplished by inserting a factory

calibrated wire across the A or B beams, accumulating the necessary data

and computing the new calibration factors. Figure B4. 3 illustrates the

sequence of events during this cycle. At the completion of the data processing

for each channel the new calibration factor is placed in the microcomputer

memory where it replaces the results of the previous calibration. The printed

output includes both the new and previous calibration factor to assist in

detecting instrument malfunction.
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TABLE B4.3. Information to be printed for each channel during a

measurement cycle or calibration cycle.

DATA CYCLE RE'ORD CALIBRATION CYC IE RECOII)

1. DATE 1. DATE

2. TIME 2. TIME

3. MODE 3. MODE

4. CYCLE 4. CYCLE

5. CHANNEL 5. CHANNEL

6. NO. DATA SAMPLES 6. NO. DATA SAMPLES

7. EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT 7. NEW CALIBRATION FACTOR

8. STANDARD DEVIATION ITEM 7 8. STANIDARD )EVIATION ITEM 7

9. CHOPPER BLADE NO. 9. LAST CALIBRATION FACTOR

10. LAST CALIBRATION FACTOR 10. STANDARD DEVIATION ITEM 9

11. UNBALANCE FACTOR 11. CItOPPER IBLAIE No.
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shown in Table- 114. 2 r(cor-d the- ''in pumes s'' data. A, tho end'l of eacti :- 5 riq

period the lint. priitti, ivuiti'ds Tt, data shUtwfl it' 'Iah1- 114. :3.

f'll(, tilllt skqICtIM i5C" sh;(Wll Il h Iigur( H34. 3 and 134. 4 include,

major fraction of a minute for changing ifth filter wheci(' Collowd hY ws o

the remainder of thw minute 101' LW(qLIiiri.L La blace Athug a filhirl

change will probably[ h( accoriptishe-d in a inatti'r of seconds, the rpr-

of pyroelectric detector's req'ilir a considerably larger pei1jo(1 he, devotedl

to permit recover 1W roni a nmh e r of prohlci( 0s.

Ihel ritjisc po(WerI of pvtroect ii d~(tis iS 1iiOJISA ffct

byv mic rophoni c and F1K! pick -up. Suit abb priecautionirs can pr dnt((gracat ion

of detector performance by theSc- two Sonice-s of e-xt rai-ous noise. There ai~c

however two circumstances under wh ich pv r-oe-lic detect or-s are rendered

inoperable; th ,-se two situations must h(, a \i oil-i in Thei instrument Con -

struction. The circumstance undr whi ch the-s( twxo effects occur are not

well documented or describe-d in the- Iit( i~iiurI hill for purposes 01' this

specification the effects are terme(d tb rin)Lil s hock and thermnal drift overload.
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'Then ial shock oc'curs wion ii suddlen largt c'ari'g' in tih(.rrlai

power level is delivered to the pvro(.l,,<tric deU'utor. 'ht chafig(. (all Iw

cithe r an increas(e or decreas,. W1 '1 1t rI al .shock o'curs the. h l1'T

amplifier imnmediately following the, d-ltcto ' is ov(,rload(d and th', signal

due, to chopped radiation will disappear. Approxi matelYv four i,inlutes is

required for the detector to r'icover from ilrerina[ sh ock and p(rf'or m in

its normal manner.

Changing of filters in t it e erosol extinctiom('etelr is a situation

which has the potential of inducing th(rwal shock becauSf , t(. thero,.al

power level on the detector can he ('hang('d hv large anmunts whri tire

filters are switched. Th e thre sectr)' fil.i-r whe 'l d(esign incorpi -ati'd inato

the optical system is intended to prevenl Th (' mal snjock hy alP wi ig a so()1A_1

continuous transition from one filter to ti(' fl(.,t . tlven with tills pr c''all ion

it may be necessary to allow sone terns of seconds to (lapse o()r :1 settling-

down time for the primary' pyro('le'tric dt ('ctor atter' t'h filter whe(l is

turned and before data accumulation is initiated. The re'quired amount of

settling-down time must he determined during the constructi on phase of the

instrument.

Thermal drift overload is another manifestation of the same

phenomenon which produces thermal shock. Changes in th( anbient

temperature surrounding the detector g(ne r'ale low frequenc'y curerunts in

the pyroelectric detector which swamp tihe iT amplifier. Theimn-al drift

overload is prevented by a carefully designed thermal 'nclosure for th,

detector.

4.4 Signal Sampling

The block diagrams of tire, ('let r'Oti('s r'(quired for ti1e prinlua'v

detector and the source nonitor detecto r ar(, illu.i rated in .ig r ,re B4. 5.
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The thermal time constant ol tin pyro(.cctric d(etctors is rn(lil

larger than the period of' the c(o)pper wheel inc' the signal (otpul fr'r)n

the detectors is an integral or the flux behavior during each opening or

reflection associated with a given chopper blade. Maximum accuracy is

obtained by choosing the time of sampling the signals to be near the end of

the integral as shown in Figure B4. 6. The signal is read into a sample and hold

circuit ust prior to a change in chopper blade status and the A/i) conversion

is started. The A/) conversion is completed a short time late.r and well

before any changc in blade status occurs.

4. 5 Data Processing

A flow chart of the ,microcon puter program for th( measuring

sequence applicable to .ach of the three filters is given in Iiguw 14. 7 (see

also Figure 134.4). When the program reaches either of the blocks calling

for data accumulation a condition exists to start responding to the program

given in Figure B4. 8. The data accumulation program initiallizes the data

displays and sets the data counter to zero on the first pass through the

program. During the data accumulation period this program continues to

recycle until the 100 seconds of data have been accumulated. The interrupt

program responds to the interrupt signal from the A/1) converter which

indicates completion of conversion of another data sample. ''his program

senses first which chopper blade has produced the data sample and provides

the option of either processing the data or going directly back to the data

accumulation program if that particular chopper blade has not been selected.

Options are provided to accept both chopper blades in which case each

interrupt signal results in a data sample or to reject either chopper blade in

which case every other interrupt signal results in a data sample. When the

interrupt program accepts sufficient interrupt signals to complete a chopper

cycle the program routes the data to update the data display and to perform
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the necessary calculations. The calculations art. shown I F igr',. 114. I' w,', ,,f

the three options selected based on the chopper blades selevited. At tli,.

completion of 100 seconds of data accumulation the prograni returns to

the flow chart of Figure 134.7 and continues with the accumulation of the

second set of data, S 2 , by again implementing the prograns shoowrn in

Figure B4. 8 and B4. 9. The final step in the measurement progran, is the

computation and printing of the extinction coefficient and its standard

deviation. To provide data for the standard deviation calculalion the program

accumulates the sum and the sum of the squares of the individial data

values. The standard deviation is computed from the expression

Std. Dev. = (1/n I S2 - 2 where the subscript n ref'r5 to either
n n

S 1 or S 2 .

The microcomputer computational program reqtii r *s the last

calibration constant and the path length to be stored in niemnorv.

I
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5. CRITIC'[(AL, ( ) IN'N ' ', NE Pf "( 'I I J'A I'J( V

5. 1 ('ptical System

5. 1. 1 General Spcetficatiions

The optical syst(tni otl tp a...sl( aI-roI 'Ntiinctiollw,i,

is comprised of mirror opti c's (-xc(,pt fot' an -s.-Ontial 11Li ., r' (A1' wilidow.S

and the bandwidth selecting filters. A lavo t of Ohw optical system is showt

in Figure B5. 1. There are fiv( mirror flats, exciuding th, rirror coppi r

wheel, and seven concave aspheric mirrors in th( systen. .'ivt, 0ft lIe

aspherics are off-axis parabolas and two ar'e off-axis elipses.

Symmetries to the system p ,rmit parabolas Il1 and '2 t ho

an identical pair of components as are parabolas 1:3 and 14. ('ost savings

are thus effected since these pairs of off-axis parabolas can be. cut from-,

the same parent parabola.

Elliptical mirrors IH 1 and F, 2 are the first and last imaging

components of the system. Again the use of identical off-axis ellipsoidal

mirrors is intended to reduce the costs in fabrication of' thes, compononts.

A first-order optical design has arrived at the parame(,trs and

conjugate distance relationships for the iniaxial imaging components as

given in Table B5. 1. Consideration has been given to the manner in which

parabolas are used with finite conjugate distances but no analysis of the

aberrations of the system has been performed.

A design requirement of the optical system is that 90 percent

of the radiation arriving at the primary detector fall within a circle 2. 5

millimeters in diameter. The performance analysis (Section 3) assumed

an effective detector diameter of 2 millimeters. An actual detector diameter

of 3 millimeters will provide a comfortable boundary condition for the

residual abberations and alignment of tli( optical system.
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5. 1.2 ( ptimization of the Optical System ])(-sign

An optimuizationi ot the first-order optical system design using a

computer optical dlesign program is required. Merit function, spot diagram

and knife edge analysis must be used to provide: (1) component focal lengths

and tolerances (2) the surface accuracy (figure) of (,ach component (3)

optimulm conjugate distance, relationsin ps (4) additive effects of tolerances

and surtace accuracies on the overall system performance, and (5) chief

ray behavior to prescribe sufficient clear apertures for each component

and thus avoid any vignetting in the system.

Optimization of the optical design must proceed in parallel with

the mechanical design of the system. Trade-off exchanges must be made

with due consideration given to mounting of the optical components, the

elimination of potential interferences between mounts, minimization of

stray light and the overall instrument config-uration.

Consultation with an optical fabricator during the design phase

is considered a desirable but not essential requirement. The generation of

aspheric mirrors can be a costly process if unreasonable and/or unnecessarily

difficult tolerancing is prescribed. The optical fabricator can also be

consulted in cost/performance tradeoffs regarding specifications of:

surface quality, thickness of mirrors, choice of materials for proper per-

formance over the operating temperature range (-200C to +50'C) and mounting

techniques to prevent mirror distortion.

5. 1.3 Transmittance of the Gptical System

A design requirement of the optical system is that the trans-

mittance of the system, including all mirrors, windows and the reflective

chopper wheel, be 20 percent or better.

All mirrors should be gold coated. If a vapor deposition method
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for coating is used, a probte lv. oV,r(oat Ilnust b( providl.d. If hard

electroplate.d gold coatings arct used the, th(e prot 'ti t, ov(.e O t'I'( at ii]Wi 't -

ment may b, dropped. In (ii('r cast' the 'l(,flectance r .qi .e. rii l is !G

percent or- better for each m i rror surfae,,.

The four windows that defin( the sailpl(' volum( s and which tr-

e xposecd to the ambient (n vironmen ipiist )(e nad(a of H ayt ra 7.nS( (or1

equivalent) having a nominal (polished) thiekness of 4 milliniet,.is. The.

detector enclosure window and (if requi rtd) the source '.nclosu.re window

must he made of Ral '9having a nonminal thickness of 1 nillimete r. All

windows should be sufficicntlv oversiz/ to avoid vignefttirg and stray light

effects and provide for east, of aligrir ,'nit of* the optical syst('m.

5. 2 Graybody Sourct

The graybodv sour e shotild 1h(, capable of sustain(,d (vee v

long life) operation at a t(npe'rature of' 1400 K or high(r. Th(' ,,missi it\'

must be 0. 9 or' better over the wave length range from 1 to 12 microns. A

specific sourCe configuration is not defined here but the sour'e mn SI provide,

a circular area of at least a millimeters in diamieter having a unifor1

temperature of 1400 'K, or better, radiating into f/1. 5 field-of-view.

"'lit' source size must be held to a minimum consist(nt with th(

above constraints. An oversize source will add unnecessarily to the electrical

power- demands of th(e instrument, create interference problems with adjacent

optical components, and generate quantities of heated air which must be

prevented from inte rtf'ring with the internal function of the insti'rix ni and

perturbing the sample volumes (either from heating of windows or modifving

the ambient air, by a venting svs I ('i).
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(andidatti thermail s ourcs to h(. investigated shoutd include

Ttobars and resistance -wire in ated cramic rods.

A final requirenwent of the sourc(, is that it not add any noise

powf'r to the NEIt) of the pri,inavv pyvroelectr ic detector when operated in

on.luncti ion with that, det(('tl .

5, 3 Primarv D,tector and Associated IElectronics

5. :3. 1 Detector

Type ------------------- Pyroelectric

Wavel(nigth atg- ---- - ------ - 0.9 to 1 2 p

Elem nt Size- - -------------- 3 mm diameter

Permanent Window ------------ BaF 2

NEP (0. 9 -12p, 34 1z; 1 ltz BW) --------- 10 W/ttZ

Voltage Responsivity ----------- 43 V/W

Temperature Range ---------- -20 to +85 0 C

Temperature Coefficient---------- < .2 percent/C

5. 3. 2 Amplifier

1/2
Maximum Noise Voltage (RMS) -_---- < 15 nV/Hz

(Referred to Input)

Maximum Gain Nonlinearity ----- ± . 004 percent

Maximum Gain Change vs Temp. - - - -- ±30ppm/°C

Minimum Bandwidth - --!-------- 10 KHz

Maximum Offset Voltage vs. Power - - - i6jV 'V
Suipply Variation

Progranmiable Gain Rang(e --------- 4 x 104 to 5 x 105
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15. 33 Filter

Bandwidth . . . . . . . . . . . . .- 5 11,/ it) 170 /I

Attenuation at 'requencies lii uer .... 80dh
than 30 Klz

5.3.4 A/D Converter

Relative Accuracy; Full Scah .---.. + 0015 percn- L!

Reference 25 (

Resolution - - - - ---------- 16 bits

Full Scale Temperature Coefficient - -5ppn/ C

Quantizing Errort - ------------- +1 / 2 lS

Conversion Time - ------------- 30 psec

M onotonicity --------------- Required

Missing Codes (0'- to 70"C)-- ------- None Allowed

5.4 Source Monitor Detector and Associated Electronics

5.4. 1 Detector

Type ....-....- .-.------------ Pyroelcctric

Wavelength Range -O----------- 0. 9i Io 12p

Eleinent Size- - ------------ 2mm diameier

Permanent Window- ----------- Ba 1.

NEP (0.9-12p; 34H1z; lllzRW l-- - ---- 10 1Z1/2

Voltage Responsivity - - - 98 V/\w

Temperature Range ------------ 20 tu '85 C

Temperature Cocfficient -------- -<. 2 pe cc ,nt,
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5.* 4. 2 p] F iier

lax InI 111 Noise( k (itagc (H?\1jS) ----- 50 nV/1iz

T\1laxi ti it G-i r Iitf-zi niarit v -- - -- - -4 0. 02 pe reent

lNlaxiteum Gaini ( ling vs Ttemip. ---- 0,001 percentC'

Il ii m m Pandwidir --i --- - 10 K liz

5. 4. :3 i iLte r

Ba~ndwi (IH - .- - - - - - - - 5 11z to 17-10 117

Attenuaation zo I [r'ecmnels hfigher- - - 70 cib

thl 301.:IZ,

5. 4.4 A\ 1) (unvy rte.r

13olivAC CvI.x:ICv; I'LlH SCale--------G. 012 percent

3(soho ii-- ---- ------------ 12 bits

Pull1 ScaLe, iT mratun. Cue fticienrt- - - 20ppm / C

Quantfizing rtrut - --------- ---- -- - - -- 1/1,S13

( onvorsion l'imf -----e '230 isec

\1()no~toruiitv -- -------------- equired

Missing C:odes (0 1-, '70"C)- -- ------ None Allowed

5. Itflotiv( ('hopper Whe&l

5~. 5. 1 Ass( nily

lbe hop!p't j isserdn) IY shall provide a 34 H1z chopping

reqilep1(reY using a 1wo-hladef.eciv chFopper wvith a 50 percent dut..

fac-to r. .)n inherrimt ()r, t('tlccti ye sotnso (orI ;ensors) must. be enH)Ioved



to provide a reference signal (or signals) to the data processing system.

Reference signals from the two blades shall he coded in a manntr that

will allow the data processing system to identify each blade.

5. 5. 2 Motor Driv(

Frequency - --------------- 17 ftz

Stability (over- 4 minute period) -.--- -- 01 percent

Stability (long term) - --.------- -- 1 percent

Temperature Coefficient -------- 0. 1 percent

5. 5. 3 Chopper Wheel Blades

Typ( ....- ......- .-.------------- Heflective

No. of Slots ..--.-------------- 2

Blade Openings ------------- 90 - 15 are rain.

Diameter ----------------- 4. 5 inehes

Surface Flatness- ------------ one-wave vane-to-vane

Mirror Coating ------------- Gold

Mirror Reflectance (1p to 12p) -------- 98 percent

Blade Fdges- - ------------- Knife Edge

Knife Edge Angle-------------- <40 degrees

Knife Idge Quality - ---------- State-of-Art

Shaft/Hub Precession(includes flub, Hub - Note (1)

Seat, Shaft, Bearings)

Note (1) A HeNe laser beam reflected from the surface of the chopper

blade when mounted to its shaft shall not precess in a circle

greater than 1/ 8 inch in diameter at. 20 feet when the blade is

rotated through 360 degrees.
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5. 6 Wavelentith TolttiIn Iilters

5. 6. 1 !.'ilter Whcel Assembly

The filt -r wi h'el is coipos ed of ti. ree 120 degree s ,gment

filters foryning a ci-i -cr i ar fillir array. Metal webs at the junctions of

the fllree filurs a, to ie 0ld to thO nminimum possible obscuration of

thc beiinr when the, wlhel is rotaled t'roo onv filter position to the next.

]':wli (t tthe thr(.c Iill(,I5 is to he fabricated by deposition coatings

on a substrate matcrial appropriate to its particular band pass require-

ments. The thickness of all filters is to be identical (for mounting purposes)

and to he determined by consultation with the supplier of the filters, due

consideration being givn to niechanical strength, mounting technique and

range of operating tenhperatui'e of the instrument.

5. 6. 2 'hannel t Filter Specification

,ilt(.r Type-- - - ------------- Square Bandpass

Substrate Mattria[- ------------ Vendor Selected

(oatings ----------------- A/ PCoated

(enter Wavolength- ------------ 1. 0 3 p to 42 percent

Band Pass (alf Peak Trans.) ------ 0. 9 8 u to 1. 08p ±2 percent

Peak Transmittance (Ave.) ------- 75 percent +5 percent

0. 1 Percent Transnmittance(Absolute)
X Short -- (No less than) -- ---- 0. -- 09/
A. Long -- (No greater than) ------ 1. 2 0 1-

Blocking (Outside Range; 0. 1------- -<-Complete; UV to 20. 5 P
percnl. or better)

Angl. of Incident Radiation --------- Normal

Operating Temperature - - ------- -25°C to 4-50'(7

IC'nvironm cntal Sp(,cifications:

lumlidity --------------- per MIIL-C-675A
A.rasion- - -------------- per MIL-C-675A
(Cotlinj Awrh(,twt-- - -. -------- per MIH,-M-13508B
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5. 6. 3 ( haniri 2 Filter ' pciticatiori

F'ilte r Ttpe -- ---- - SqUare Bandpass

Substrate \late vial - \ ----- tndor Selected

Coat inrgs - - - -------------- A/!RCoated

Center Wavelength - ------------ 3. 5p -2 lhr(elt

Band Pass (1lf Peak Trans. )- --- --- 3.0O, lo 4. Op 42 percent

Pecak Transmittance' (Ave. )- -- ------- 75 percent. i5 percenr-t

o0. 1 Percent Transmittance (Absolute)
'~Short -(No les-3 than) -- - ----- 7
A Long -- (No greater than) -- -- -- 4. 4 p

Blocking (Outside Range;O. 1 percent - - - Complete; UV to 20. S
or better)

Angle of Incident Radiation -- ------- Normal

Operating Temperature- -- --------- 25 C to 4530W-

Environmental Specification:
Humidity- -- ------- ----- per ?ML-C-675A I
Abrasion- - - ---- ------ ---- p MIll-C-675A
Coating Adherence -- ------ --- per IMIL-AM-1350813

5. 6. 4 Channel 3 Filter Specification

Filter Type- -- ---------- ---- Squrare lHandpass

Substrate Material --- ---------- Vendor Selected

Coatings- -- ---------- ------ AIRCoated

Center Wavelength -- ------- ---- 10. Op 1 2 percent

Band Pass (Ilaif Peak Trans. )- -- ---- 8. 0 to 12. Op tf 2 percent

Peak Transmittance (Ave. )- ----- --- 75 percent 4 5 perce-nt

0. 1 Percent Transmittance (Absolute)
~Short -- (No less than)- -- - ---- 3

i Long -- (No greater than)- --- -- 13. 3p
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Ch~annel :3 Filter Spucification (canit

Blocking (Outside Range; 0. 1 percent --- Complete; UV to 20. -,-p
or etr

Angle of Incident Radiation - ----- Normal

Operating Temperature- -- --------- 250C to +50'C

Environmental Specification
Hiumidity -- -------- ------- per MIL-C-675A
Abrasion -- -------- ------- per MIL-C-675A
CoatLingo Adherence -- ---- ----- per \IIL-M-13508B
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5.7 Air Filtering System

An air filtering system must h. provided which is capa'ble of

excluding all aerosols, dust and fog droplets greater than 0. 1 micron in

diameter from the volume of air containing the reference beani of radiation.

(A system capable of simultaneously filtering the air in both beams is

highly desirable for calibration purposes, but is not an essential requirement

of this specification).

Because the reference volume of air must represent 100

percent transmission relative to the sample volume of air it is essential

that no change occur, due to the filtering process, which will add or

deplete molecules present in the ambient air which are capable of absorbing

infrared radiation at 1 micron or in the S to 4 and 8 to 12 micron regions.

Continuum absorption by water vapor is a major contributor

to atmospheric attenuation of IFl radiation in the 10 micron spectral region.

A difference in the amount of water vapor present in the reference beam

as compared to the sample beam can result in a false measuren nt of the

aerosol extinction coefficient in that wavelength region. It is thus necessary

to put limits on those factors in a filtering process which would result in

a perturbation of the measurement in the 8 to 12 micron channel. Those

factors are pressure, temperature and the mixing ratio of water vapor to

dry air. The limits imposed on changes of these quantities are prescribed

in Section 2.2. 6 of this specification.

Of the two possible approaches for filtering air the Alternating

Cylinder approach is most susceptible to changes in the water vapor content

of the filtered ambient air. The Electrostatic Fence approach is most

susceptible to the production of other absorbing molecules which may perturb

the measurement. An analysis is required which puts limits on the amount

of these molecules which may be tolerated and a determination of the amounts

of these molecules generated by an electrostatic fnce is also required.
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Furthr requirenictnts on the filtering technique to be employed

are:

(1) )uring normal operation of the instrument 15 seconds are

allotted to the time gap between measurements of S and

S 2  In that time the reference volume of air is switched

from one path to the other and sufficient time must elapse

so that ambient air has occupied the sample path.

(2) The instrument will perform its mcasuremeit function

at all wind speeds up to 30mph (Force 6 on the Beaufort Scale).
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AIiK IJI? (' AANEC

I., XT NTV i'Kd' I. I I N, \ [ V B !\ 1' I'\N1K

In till 1 1 lt iram w o na irij the- 'xtirretjorr

(o'tficti ut (.u I) U( 11i 't to I'( 1l( It[ of In iro-;Il corponent

k k' k
.Xt , \t e \tI

In either of the two air fitter-ng techniqueWS under cons ide ration, the aerosol

copom-tt ii me inca-ired Ivcontp:iriq two optical -ignaz , one of

which is- a reference .sitpnA inrle win the ie rosol hla- been removed

from a po rtion of the air sa l~ It is - 5ui that the water vLapor

content in the iir i- ideritic:ul in the two conf'iguritions. This appendix

exa mines; the -erxsiti.'ity of thte renn to jmaacsin the water

vaipor content o)" tire sample arid reference- volumes of air. The error

model for the -nuasu renu:-nt is

A zi a v
eXf. ext c.X t ext

where the ca rt,.t dr riot e s the trL ,Am, :il1 nd tihe deltai (1 a ntitie - the error

Atrihite I to the at ro'-o] :r nd water k's por com1ponen tz~. II of the meassure -

mri t er~'ror- exc e pt for wa'ter vaipor ire in powd into the a erosol error

component. The \vatee vapor t uror component onit only of the qvStc m-

,itic errors; a ri-ing4 From imbli]L nce Thej extinction subscript ext is

dropped from the remainder of the discussion.

'1' ire 41,J e 1ir ro r it IN, ht wier va por com11ponent rir lst be

muich Ic - tfrun tinl remiindi r of tin nica:stwcmnnrrt crror, Ak <<A k

Thi.- inr'oculditv ciii e itaripnt ini tim- followin2 wav to arrive at a

rrior( uonrveriecitfr rt-llin



v Ak a  a a
v < < k Ek

ka

Akv  ka< <E k-

k v  k v

where E is the desired relative error in the measurement of aiero-ol

extinction coefficient. The relative error in the water vapor conmponw"t

is equal to the relative change in the water vapor denj-ity in the ;iir The

meteorological expre-sion for the water vapor density of moit air i-

r p
V 1+ r/ RT

where r : mixing ratio of water vapor to dry air

ratio of molecular weight of water vapor to that of dry air

0. 622

p : barometric pressure

T = absolute temperature

R gas constant for dry air

Then

dkv dp v dp dT 1 dr
-v p + r/f rk v

The multiplying factor in f ont of the relative error in the mixing ratio

can be ignored for this analysis since r - 10-2

Using these relations, a graph has been constructed which shows

the value of aerosol extinction coefficient on the ordinate axis which can

be measured to a relative error of E percent when the relative error in
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water vapor imbalarct, is less than a given r(latvle perernt error

shown on the abscissa ais. \ model atrnospler(, For a midlatitude

summer is ued with T - 294K, el. I tumidit y -7 G percent, baro-

metric pressure = 1013mb and the waler vapor continuum extinction
-l

coefficient is 0. 23 km at a wavelength of 10. 6 microns. The relative

measuiement error, IC , is givn values of 20, 50, and 100 percent.

0 '
MILATITUDE SUMMER-..;-

T 294 k REL HUM. 76 per cent.

P 1 13 3mb P1 , 0. - 19mb.

P~191 3  mPercent 2 /%

C) 1g 3  E rror
" " Pl.o.= 14 g n"i-or .. .. ./ . .

liono

(nt

" , kH 0 023 km (a.tl0., .Im

HOro

* ~0.1 - -

< //
D' sign / // / . ." .

Goal. / . .. ... . ..

Ap ZI Ar
Relativ , Ilfrcent Frror in ol r

!,'igure C1. Besults of an (, -or analysis for one extincti ometer
neasurenie,t situation in 11w 8-14 H spectral region.
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